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ABBREVIATIONS / SYMBOLS 
BMS: Battery Management System 
BoP: Balance of Plants 
DOD: Depth Of Discharge (%) 
DOE: Department of Energy 
FC: Fuel Cell 
HT / LT: High Temperature (140 – 180 °C) / Low Temperature (60 – 80 °C) 
LH2: Liquid H2 
LHV: Lower Heating Value of hydrogen (33.3 kWh/kg) 
LiS: Lithium Sulfur 
LTO: Lithium Titanate Oxide (anode material) 
MEA: Membrane Electrode Assembly 
MLI: Multi-Layer Insulation 
NMC: Nickel Manganese Cobalt (cathode material) 
PEM FC: Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell 
SOC: State Of Charge (%) 
SOFC: Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
SSB: Solid State Battery (also refered as All solid state) 






The work presented in this document is a part of the Hastecs project (Hybrid aircraft 
Academic reSearch on Thermal & Electrical Components and Systems) dedicated to the 
development of models and tools that can support the demonstration of radical aircraft 
configurations. More specifically, the case of a hybrid-electric aircraft with a serial-hybrid 
configuration (all the energy conversion chain is electrified) is treated here. Inside this project 
divided in six Work Packages (WPs), the Work Package n°6 is dedicated to the global system 
integration (Matthieu Pettes-Duller pHD work) and to the auxiliary source which is going to 
hybridize the main power source (the gas turbines). The report developed here, conclusion of 
a one year post-doctorate work, is treating the case of this auxiliary source consisting of a 
Battery and/or a Fuel Cell (FC) with a H2 storage system. 
Two objectives are followed in this study: 
- A state of the art of the current and future performances of battery and fuel cell systems in 
aeronautic and more generally in embedded applications (especially automotive ones). 
- The development of modeling tools to identify the behavior of the hybrid source and to 
estimate its mass. 
Obviously the two objectives are intimately linked, as the development of modeling tools 
relies on empirical data coming from the state of the art. In this report, a particular focus is 
laid on the state of the art while the modeling developments are summarized in a more 
synthetical way. A selection of Li-ion battery technologies, from high power type to very high 
energy type, as well as a selection of FC technologies is firstly considered for the state of the 
art step in order to assess typical performances values in terms of specific energies and 
powers. H2 storages media are as well considered regarding their gravimetric efficiencies 
performances. Various articles and datasheet are scanned in order to assess average values 
and progression margin for the next decades. A specific attention is given to the 
contextualization of all the power and energy specific values regarding parameters such as 
charge and discharge speed capabilities (Crate) for the different battery technologies, or FC 
system structure regarding the different auxiliary components for the FC technologies. 
A first-level modeling based on simplified equations is then proposed to assess different 
sizing and system mass estimations of the auxiliary source considering two emblematic power 
missions corresponding to a light-hybridization scenario. Thereafter, second-level modeling 
developments are introduced in order to refine the previous results and to provide more 
insights into the auxiliary source behavior regarding parameters such as efficiency, State of 
Charge, auxiliary components parasitic consumptions, etc. Conclusions are finally given 






2. STATE OF THE ART OF THE POWER AND ENERGY DENSITIES OF BATTERY / FUEL 
CELL SYSTEMS FOR EMBEDDED APPLICATIONS TODAY AND TOMORROW 
Two different kinds of assessments have to be done for both battery and FC systems: whereas 
a battery system exhibits an intrinsic coupling between its energy and power capabilities, a FC 
system is separated between its power conversion stage and its energy storage (H2 storage). 
Consequently, separate assessments of FC stacks power performances on one hand and H2 
storage capabilities on the other hand need to be addressed. 
The following paragraphs will thus detail separately the states of the art of current battery 
performances on one hand, and of FC stacks and systems together with H2 storage systems 
capabilities on the other hand. 
2.1. Preliminary definitions 
In order to quantify the battery/FC performances, a few parameters are going to be scanned: 
 The gravimetric and volumetric energy densities (specific energy) – 𝑒𝑚(𝑊ℎ/𝑘𝑔) and 
𝑒𝑣(𝑊ℎ/𝐿) – represent for a given energy source or energy container its intrinsic energy 
content with respect respectively to its mass and volume. 
 The gravimetric and volumetric power densities (specific power) – 𝑝𝑚(𝑊/𝑘𝑔) and 
𝑝𝑣(𝑊/𝐿) – represent, in a complementary manner, for a given power source its intrinsic 
ability to deliver a certain power with respect to its mass and volume. 
 The Crate expresses the speed of charge/discharge of a battery: a Crate is independent of the 
battery capacity (size) and current and is homogeneous to a frequency (h
-1
). For instance, 
a battery discharge at a Crate of 1 C means that the battery will be discharged in one hour, 
at 0.2 C in 5 hours, at 2 C in 30 minutes… The Crate capabilities of a battery are thus 
closely linked to its specific power performances: the ability to charge/discharge at a 
certain Crate a certain amount of energy is equivalent to a power capability. 
 For the H2 storages medias: the gravimetric index – 𝜂𝑚(−) often expressed as “wt. %” – 
represent the amount of H2 kg that can be stored with respect to the total mass (including 





2.2. State of the art of battery specific power and energy performances in mobile applications 
(automotive and aeronautical) 
Battery performances do not only consist in its specific energy and/or power but also rely on 
cyclability aspects (how the battery capacity / internal resistance are going to decline with the 
accumulation of working cycles). Even if these aspects are of first importance they may not 
be treated as well as those mentioned earlier, mainly because cyclability data is often less 
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available or incomplete. Also, several battery technologies – such as Lead-acid, Ni-Zn, flow 
batteries… – will not be considered in the global overview considering their too small energy 
densities. 
2.2.1. Overview of the general battery performances statements today and tomorrow in 
scientific articles and reviews 
In a first attempt to evaluate the battery performance assessments made in the literature, it can 
be relevant to have a look on how these assessments are actually made in articles exploring 
themes close to the main study thematic (hybrid-electric propulsion, electric flight…). More 
specifically, the idea is to aggregate, between the articles investigating on a future electrical 
propulsion or on the integration of battery systems in aircrafts, the values of the batteries 
specific gravimetric and volumetric energy/power densities taken as references, as well as the 
technologies mentioned. 
2.2.1.1. Assumptions made in articles investigating on the electric flight and/or studying 
hybrid-electric aircraft concepts 
In [KUH-12], the authors investigate the fundamental prerequisites for electric flying and the 
potential of hybrid power systems for air transport. A review of battery negative and positive 
electrode material is made in order to highlight the different combinations possible and the 
most energetic ones theoretically achievable (Figure 1).  
 
Figure 1 - Combinatory analysis of different materials for negative (right axis) and positive (left axis) electrodes with 
their corresponding theoretical specific energies (y-axis); picture from [KUH-12] 
The authors highlight for instance that while graphite is still today the most used material for 
the negative electrode, materials such as Silicon are the most promising to increase the 
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electrode capacity. Even if the Li metal negative electrode is supposed to bring the best 
specific energies on the paper (Figure 1), the authors underline that for safety reasons 
(dendrites build-up risks) this option is not used in commercial cells. For the positive 
electrode, materials such as Sulfur and Nickel Manganese Cobalt (NMC) metal oxides are 
mentioned as the most promising ones to increase the cell specific energy. The authors assert 
that with a combination of these materials, a maximum of about 350 Wh/kg can be easily 
achieved at the cell scale (with a limit at 1 kWh/kg). For the high power capabilities, Lithium 
Iron Phosphate (LFP) batteries are said to present very impressive specific powers (up to 90 
kW/kg at 200 C) by the same authors. Nevertheless, Lithium Titanate Oxide technologies 
show today better power performance and safety (only small SEI), and more potential gain in 
performance in the future (LFP is close to its maximal performances). 
Several studies ([HEP-12] and [STU-12]), also focused on the potential of electric flight, 
mention technologies such as Lithium Sulfur and Lithium-Air as the most promising for the 
future, with specific energies rising up to 1700 Wh/kg in 2025-2030 for the latest (Lithium-
Air) at the cell level. This value is used as well in [POR-15], where concepts of hybrid electric 
flights are also investigated. More recently, publications anticipating the future performances 
of battery systems respectively in 2030 and 2035, such as [HOE-18] or [MUE-18], mention as 
well the Lithium-Air and the Lithium-Sulfur technologies. The development of the Lithium-
Air seems however quite challenging today because of superoxide productions.  
The high expectations are put up to 1 kWh/kg (with 1 kW/kg for the power capabilities) in 
[HOE-18] for Lithium-Air and 0.65 kWh/kg / 1 kW/kg for Lithium-Sulfur, while [MUE-18] 
focus only on Lithium-Sulfur with values such as 0.5 kWh/kg (0.6 kWh/L) / 1 kW/kg (all 
these values are considered at the system scale, including the packaging and cooling mass). 
Unlike the previous studies, [KUH-12] seems more precautious with the Lithium-Air battery, 
pointing out practical limits such as a 600Wh/kg barrier for the specific energy and also a 
very poor specific power (in the range of mW/kg). These poor power capabilities of the 
Lithium-Air battery are, for the authors, a clear showstopper for aviation applications. 
After this first overview of the battery performances assumptions taken by prospective studies 
on electrified aircraft, a closer look will be given on papers exclusively focused on the 
different available battery technologies and their current and expected performances. 
2.2.1.2. Reviews focused on the battery performances evolution and trends 
In their review, Le Cras and Bloch ([LEC-15]) give an overall picture of the development of 
Lithium-ion battery technologies in the last decades and show in one of their tables some 
orders of magnitudes for embedded batteries in the automotive context (Figure 2). 
This first list gives us some insights about the current performances of embedded Li-ion 
battery systems: from 89 Wh/kg for a “power type” battery such as Lithium Titanate Oxide 
(LTO) to 233 Wh/kg for High Energy type like Nickel Cobalt Aluminum (NCA). The authors 
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underline furthermore current trends of investigation to increase the cell specific energy: the 
use of Li-metal for the negative electrode, as well as Sulfur or Air for the positive one. 
 
Figure 2 - List of Li-ion cells chemistries used in electrical or hybrid-electrical vehicle in 2015 ([LEC-15]) 
In [PER-18], among the description of technologies such as Lead-acid, Ni-Mh, Ni-Zn, several 
orders of magnitude are given for Li-ion batteries (up to 250 Wh/kg at the cell scale) as well 
as for Lithium Sulfur (300 Wh/kg at the cell scale with reachable targets between 400 – 600 
Wh/kg). The author highlights the poor cyclability of the Lithium Sulfur (not more than 300 
cycles to date). The all solid state battery, composed of a solid electrolyte, Li-metal on the 
negative electrode instead of graphite, and the same chemistry as the usual Li-ion ones – 
NMC, NCA… – for the positive electrode, is also mentioned as an upcoming technology, 
even if the main limitation seems to be the working temperature of the electrolyte (usually a 
high temperature because of the polymer electrolyte). For the all solid state battery, values 
such as 400 Wh/kg can be expected according to the author. 
As reported in [MIS-18], current performances for high energy Li-ion battery such as NMC 
are today around 250 Wh/kg at the cell level and 150 Wh/kg at the system scale (Tesla is said 
to have reached the best specific energy – 170 Wh/kg – at the pack level). Changing the anode 
material for Li-metal or the use of silicon-base composite (few at% of Si) together with a high 
Ni NMC cathode (Ni-rich) should, according to the author, bring specific energies up to 350 
Wh/kg at the cell scale in the next decade. Unlike [HOE-18] or [MUE-18], the author affirm 
that the value of 1 kWh/kg is not seemingly possible even in the next 20, 30 years. 
In [FUS-15], a large overview of the different battery technologies for future aircraft 
propulsion is given as well as a concrete state of the art and projected numbers of specific 
energies, specific powers, energy density and cyclability. The author underlines particularly 
the current limits of high energy Li-ion batteries (around 220-280 Wh/kgcell), as well as some 
orders of magnitude for high power Li-ion batteries (from 2 to 7 kW/kgcell for technologies 
such as LFP and/or using Lithium Titanate Oxide – LTO anodes). The global review 
highlights some global tendencies such as the good cyclability of high power batteries 
compared to the high energy ones.  
The poor cyclability of LiS is also mentioned as well as its low volumetric energy and 
specific power. Interestingly, the author presents some roadmaps for the high energy / high 
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power batteries from today to 2020-2025: the following table details briefly some information 
contained in these roadmaps (Table 1). 







< 250 Wh/kg 
(300 Wh/kg under 
development) 
50 Wh/kg ; 
2 kW/kg ; 
>10000 cycles 
∼ 300 Wh/kg (C/10) ; 




∼ 150 Wh/kg ; 







 500 Wh/kg ; 
1500 Wh/L ; (2025) 
70 Wh/kg ; 
6 kW/kg ; 
10000 cycles 
(2020) 
600 Wh/kg ;  





290 Wh/kg ; 
(< 270 Wh/kg) 




400 Wh/kg ; 
(< 330 W/kg) 
300-500 cycles 
(2025) 
Table 1 - High Energy / High Power Li-ion technologies roadmap synthesis from [FUS-15] 
As the table presents a compilation of some values seen in three or four roadmaps, all the data 
(number of cycles, energy volumetric density…) are not systematically available for each 
kind of Li-ion batteries. The perspectives at the cell and system scale for the “High Energy” 
column are quite high (500 Wh/kgcell and 290 Wh/kgsystem for 2025 and 2020 respectively) and 
correspond to the projections for the solid-state Li-metal batteries (not mature yet). For non-
solid-state technologies, there is today a consensus about the values: 350 Wh/kgcell with same 
cyclability (>1,000) and so on seems to be the maximal reachable. With lower cyclability 
(<1,000), 400 Wh/kgcell can be reachable with Si anode. For the “High Power” column, the 
data refer to LTO technologies. The Lithium Sulfur (LiS) column is also added to the table as 
it represents the Li-ion technology with the highest predicted specific energy together with Li-
Air. The projections for the Li-Air battery (not mentioned in Table 1) are lower than in [HEP-
12] and [STU-12], with a value such as 500 Wh/kgsystem expectable around 2035. 
To sum up, similar orders of magnitude are given in all these reviews ([FUS-15], [MIS-18], 
[PER-18], [LEC-15]) for the current performances of High-Energy Li-ion batteries (250 
Wh/kgcell and 150 Wh/kgsystem) and other technologies such as Li-S (300 Wh/kgcell achievable 
today and 400-600 Wh/kgcell in the next decade).  
Even if a global consensus is coming from the values seen in all the reviews mentioned 
(except for the long term projections of Li-Air), it is sometimes hard to contextualize them: 
what is the exact behavior of each Li-ion technologies when changing the Crate in terms of 
specific energy and durability? What are the specific power values exactly referring to (max 
peak power or continuous discharge/charge power)?  
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Some of these interrogations remain a bit cloudy and would require more precise insight 
through discharge/charge characteristics of specific cells for example. 
Several technologies for each type of Li-ion batteries have also been mentioned in a recurrent 
manner: 
- Very high energy: Li-S, Lithium-Air, Li-metal anode with high energy cathode 
- High energy: NMC, NCA, Li-rich cathodes 
- High power: LTO anode, LFP 
In order to refine the bibliographic review and to have a concrete look on each type of Li-ion 
batteries, three typical technologies are selected: Li-S for the very high energy type, NMC for 
the high energy type and LTO for high power type. 
2.2.2. Selection of three technologies (LTO, NMC, Li-S) and review of emblematic 
datasheets for each of them 
The following paragraphs will detail current performances of the selected Li-ion technologies 
through some datasheets as well as forecasts coming from scientific publications and reviews. 
2.2.2.1. Lithium Titanate Oxide anode based Lithium battery (LTO) – High Power 
As mentioned previously, the LTO technology is a “High power” one, with very impressive 
Crate capabilities (up to 10C continuous charge/discharge) and a very good cyclability (up to 
20000 cycles). As LTO is used instead of graphite on the anode, the nominal cell voltage is 
usually around 2.3-2.4 V, which explains the relatively low specific energies (50-90 Wh/kg) 
compared to classic Li-ion cells. However, 100 % charge/discharge cycles are possible 
(contrary to the classical 80 % margin usually taken to preserve the battery from electrolyte 
degradation reactions) without degrading the performances. The high potential of the anode 
(1.5 V vs Li) limits the degradation mechanisms usually occurring with graphite anodes, 
allowing very good results in terms of cyclability even at high Crates. An illustration of these 
two aspects is visible on Figure 3 (from [TOS-17])) with discharge and cycling characteristics 
of a 20 Ah LTO cell developed by Toshiba (SCiB).  
  
Figure 3 – a) Discharge curves characteristic of a SCiB Toshiba module 2P12S (20 Ah LTO cells); b) Cycling 




The “high power” aspect of this technology, issued from the spinel structure of the LTO 
anode which offer tunnels for fast Li ion mobility, is clearly highlighted here (Figure 3 a)): a 
high Crate discharge is possible, and thus a high power output, without impacting much the 
available battery capacity and energy. 
Table 2 synthetizes the current performances of three different manufacturers (Kokam, 
Leclanché and Toshiba) producing LTO cells and modules (the modules contain at least the 
packaging and BMS). The power capabilities are highlighted with the maximum possible 
continuous charge/discharge, at high rates such as 3C/4C in charge and discharge, here 
mentioned under the specific energies. 




















4C charge / 8C 
discharge 
3C / 3C 4C / 4C 
Wh/L 148 Wh/L  
(1.9 kg/L) 






20000 charge / 
discharge cycles at 
1C and 80 % DOD 
15000-20000 cycles 
at 4C and 100 % 
DOD 
15000 cycles at 3C 




Wh/kg - 42 Wh/kg 78 Wh/kg 
Wh/L - 46 Wh/L (1.1 kg/L) 128 Wh/L (1.6 kg/L) 
Table 2 - Performances of current LTO technology at the cell and module level ([LEC-14], [KOK-15], [TOS-17]) 
A recent study ([TAK-18]) led by Toshiba, presents very impressive perspectives for this 
technology by changing the anode composition from LTO to mixed valency Ti-Nb oxide 
TNO (TiNb2O7) and thus increasing the specific capacity of the anode. The authors claims 
that the specific energy of this cell (TNO/NMC cell) can be improved to reach values such as 
140 Wh/kg and 350 Wh/L, while keeping approximately the same Crate and cyclability 
capabilities as LTO cells (up to 10C discharge and 14000 cycles at 100 % 1C 
charge/discharge cycles). 
2.2.2.2. High Energy – Nickel Manganese Cobalt cathode based Lithium battery (NMC)  
Unlike the LTO, the so-called NMC Li-ion battery refers to chemistries using NMC as 
cathode material and classically graphite for the anode material, allowing a higher cell voltage 
(hence a higher energy content) but also less power and cyclability capabilities (the high Crates 
charges/discharges are more impactful in terms of durability and degradations). 
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The aspects previously mentioned are clearly observable on Figure 4, where discharge curves 




Figure 4 – a) Discharge curves characteristic of a Panasonic cylindrical cell (UR18650ZTA); b) Cycling performances 
of the Panasonic cell at 0.5C/1C charge/discharge cycles ([PAN-18]) 
If we compare Figure 4 and Figure 3, we can clearly see the different behavior of the high 
energy cell when increasing the Crate compared to the high power one: the voltage curve is 
collapsing much faster when increasing the discharge current than with the LTO cell. If we 
look concretely the energy available for each discharge current, the actual specific energy at 
2C is 158 Wh/kg vs 230 Wh/kg at 0.2C (32 % drop) for the Panasonic cell, while for the 
Toshiba cell the specific energy at 3C is 82 Wh/kg vs 90 Wh/kg at 0.2C (9 % drop). This little 
calculation underlines the relativity of the specific energy values: if the demanded power 
exceeds a certain value with respect to the energy contained inside the battery (the theoretical 
energy usually available at a low Crate), the energy delivered will be lower than expected 
(depending on the battery technology). In other words, a single value associated to the 
specific energy cannot describe accurately the actual energy available in all situations, and 
depends on the Crate at which the battery is used. 
Several orders of magnitude have already been given previously (cf. Figure 2 and Table 1) for 
the high energy NMC cells (max 260 Wh/kgcell and 150 Wh/kgsystem). Table 3 presents, in 
order to give more concrete details, some key parameters of NMC cells from three different 
manufacturers (Kokam – Li-ion polymer cell, Leclanché, Panasonic) in terms of specific 
energies, Crate limitations and cyclability. Through the observation of this table, we can see 
that even if some discrepancies are visible between the three cells, especially in terms of 
cyclability, the global specific energies reached, as well as the maximum continuous 
discharge rates, show good agreements between them (∼ 200 Wh/kg and 2C max discharge). 
Despite the 18650 Panasonic cell ([PAN-18]) only have a poor cyclic life, LGchem 18650 























2C discharge (charge 
not precised) 
2.3C (discharge) / 1C 
(charge) 
2C (discharge) / 
0.5C (charge) 
Wh/L 407 Wh/L  
(2.12 kg/L) 
- 620 Wh/L 
(2.7 kg/L) 
Cycling life - 8000 cycles at 80 % 
DOD (1C/1C) 
20 % capacity loss 
after 200 cycles (33 




Wh/kg 150 Wh/kg (@ C/2) 
(direct liquid cooling 
system included) 
74 Wh/kg - 





Table 3 – Performances of current NMC technology at the cell and module level ([LEC-14], [LEC-14(2)], [KOK-14], 
[KOK-17], [PAN-18]) 
In terms of prospects, one of the area of investigation is today focused on the all solid-state 
technology with the use of a Li-metal anode in order to increase the anode specific capacity, 
hence the cell specific energy. The key parameter linked with the change of the graphite 
anode to Li-metal is the constitution of the electrolyte ([SE-18]): it should be safe and not 
suffer from a lack of conductivity (which is the case of the polymer electrolytes, imposing 
high working temperatures precisely in order to increase their conductivity). Manufacturers 
such as Solid Energy ([SE-18]) or Sion Power ([SIO-18]) have already communicated about 
products presenting the same features (Li-metal/NMC cells with very high energy density). 
Sion Power is already announcing values such as 500 Wh/kgcell and 1000 Wh/Lcell on their 
website with their Licerion® technology ([SIO-18]), but without giving complete information 
(no datasheet actually available).  
However, Solid Energy has already published one datasheet (Hermès, [SE-18(2)]) detailing 
current performances of such type of cell with values up to 450 Wh/kgcell, 1200 Wh/Lcell, 2C 
max continuous discharge and a working temperature range between -20 °C and 45 °C 
(complementary information is available on Appendix A). If we have a look on the datasheet 
published by Solid Energy (Appendix A), the main drawback seems to be the poor cyclability 
of the Li-metal/NMC cell: 10 % capacity loss after 100 cycles at 0.1C charge and 0.5C 
discharge. Another disadvantage of this technology should be as well its power capabilities 
for temperatures below 25 °C.  
SSB (solid state batteries) will use polymer or ceramic solid electrolytes. Ceramic is the best 
route to follow in terms of safety. A target at 650 Wh/kgcell should be reachable for 2035 if the 
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interface issues coming with the use of ceramic electrolyte and the Li anode and cathode 
(which in this case will both need coatings to stabilize the solid electrolyte) are solved, while 
using a bipolar design. There is today no guarantee that ceramic electrolyte-based SSB will 
come out, but many companies are working in this area. Finally, one thing to keep in mind is 
that ceramic-based SSB stacks will need to be kept under pressure to operate, to avoid loss of 
contacts between the electrode and the electrolyte, due to mechanical stress. This may affect 
the energy density. Another option is the use of solid polymer electrolytes to assemble SSBs. 
In this case, differently from the Blue Solution Lithium Metal Polymer battery, those 
polymers will operate at room temperature and below. This is highly challenging; however, it 
seems that a company (Ionic Materials) may have achieved a significant breakthrough in the 
field and raised > 100 US$ millions from big companies. However, to date, only plots are 
available and no detail on the chemistry has been disclosed. This company has to be tracked 
for the near future. 
2.2.2.3. Lithium Sulfur battery (Li-S) – Very High Energy 
The Li-S cells (also often featuring Li-metal anode) are very high energy cells, recurrently 
mentioned when forecasting the future of battery performances as the most promising in terms 
of energy density (cf. 2.2.1). However, there are nowadays few manufacturers producing Li-S 
cells and fewer Li-S battery racks or modules, hence it can be a bit delicate to assess the 
actual level of performances of this technology. In [BRU-12], the authors describe the main 
drawbacks of Li-S associated with each cell component: safety and cycling efficiency 
problems (linked to the Li-metal anode), limited rate capabilities and a poor volumetric 
efficiency (cf. Figure 5). Calendar aging can also be quite important according to [FRA-18] 
with non-negligible self-discharge effects. 
 
Figure 5 - Picture taken from [BRU-12] illustrating some issues faced by Li-S cells (rapid capacity loss, soluble sulfur 
as redox shuttles, electrolyte impedance behavior…) 
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Another study ([FOT-17]) corroborates the information given in [BRU-12] especially on the 
specific power limitations of this technology, underlining that above 1C, the specific capacity 
can drop dramatically. 
Manufacturers such as Sion Power and Oxis Energy have already published some datasheet of 
Li-S cells ([SIO-08], [OXI-17]), whose main information are synthetized on Table 4. 
Manufacturer Oxis Energy (Appendix B) 
Pouch cell (POA0217) 
Sion Power (Appendix C) 
Prismatic cell 
Cell gravimetric energy 400 Wh/kg 350 Wh/kg 
Cell volumetric energy 300 Wh/L (0.75 kg/L) 320 Wh/L (0.9 kg/L) 
Cycling life (20 % 
capacity loss) 
< 100 cycles at 80 % DOD - 
Table 4 - Main features of Lithium Sulfur cells developed by Oxis Energy and Sion Power ([SIO-08], [OXI-17]) 
Oxis Energy announces on his website that the target of 400 Wh/kgcell has already been 
reached and that 500 Wh/kgcell is on their roadmap for 2019. The company also manufactures 
currently Lithium Sulfur battery packs (datasheet available on Appendix B), reaching 120 
Wh/kg and 73 Wh/L and reaching 1400 cycles at 80 % DOD for a capacity loss of 40 %. 
In terms of prospects, the manufacturer projection already mentioned ([OXI-17]) target 500 
Wh/kgcell / 500 Wh/Lcell with improved cyclability (1000 cycles at 80 % DOD) for 2019 (cf. 
Appendix B). Other forecasts for this technology with a longer-term horizon have already 
been exposed in Table 1 (values taken from [FUS-15]). 
2.2.3. Overview of the battery weight integrating factor values assessed in the literature 
Without having much specification on a concrete integration case, it is quite difficult to make 
an accurate estimation of the weight impact of the different components necessary to make 
the step from the cell to the battery system. Nevertheless, a rough estimation can be made 
using a simple formula with a weight integrating factor fm: 
𝑚𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝑚𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 ∗ 𝑓𝑚 (2) 
Several orders of magnitude for this weight impact can already be deducted from the previous 
tables when going from the cell level line to the system line (cf. Table 2 and Table 3). 
However the “system” level mentioned can refer to different set of components (cells, 
connections, packaging, BMS, cooling system) and the cells used to make the packs are not 
necessarily the exact cells mentioned on the upper line (cell level), so the estimation of the 
auxiliary components weight impact through this way can be rather uncertain. 
A few articles and publications quantifying this weight impact when passing from the cell 
level to the system level (adding the connections, sensors, cables, BMS, cooling system and 
packaging) have been reviewed and are synthetized on Table 5. 
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Considering the values referenced in this table as well as the aeronautical context of the study, 
the upper limit of 𝑓𝑚 = 2 is taken as reference in order to estimate the weight impact factor of 
the packaging, BMS and cooling mass.  
Looking the volume impact on the system integration (parameter 𝑓𝑣), there is unfortunately 
fewer information in the studies quoted in Table 5 than for the weight impact: from [FUS-15] 
it appears that this parameter is apparently higher with values up to 2.5 – 3. It must be 
precised here that, being rigorous, the 𝑓𝑚 and 𝑓𝑣 factors should depend on parameters such as 
the battery technology employed, the cell type (pouch, prismatic or cylindrical) or the power 
mission profile and temperature conditions for instance. 
The final assumptions made on the specific energies / powers / cycling life corresponding to 
the previously mentioned technologies (current performances and forecast) are exposed in a 
synthetic way in the 2.4 section. 
Reference Weight integrating factor 
(𝑓𝑚) estimation  
Comments 
[PER-18] 1.4 Cell to pack 
[BIR-10] 1.43 Automotive context – mild-hybrid – 
Cell to system (including cooling) 
LG chemistry pack 
(Zoé/Renault) 
1.8 Cell to system  
(automotive context) 
[MUE-18] 1.43 Cell to system (future aeronautical 
context assessment) 
[TAR-16] 2 Cell to system (charger, casing, 
sensing circuitry) – aeronautical 
context 
[STU-12] 2 Cell to system (including cooling and 
BMS) – aeronautical context 
[FUS-15] 1.6 – 2 Cell to system – aeronautical context 
Table 5 - Non-exhaustive overview of weight integrating factor assessments in different studies 
2.3. State of the art of FC stacks and systems power densities and H2 storage systems energy 
densities for mobile applications (automotive and aeronautical) 
After having detailed in the previous part a state of the art of the current performances of 
several battery technologies, the next paragraphs will focus on the Fuel Cell performances and 
on their associated H2 storage systems.  
The objective of this section is, as well as for the battery part, to collect relevant orders of 
magnitude of the current and future performances of such devices in terms of power densities, 




2.3.1. Pre-selection of the FC technologies and H2 storage methods 
In an attempt to limit the potential technologies considered, a first selection of the fuel cell 
technologies has been made and is summarized Table 6. 
Fuel Cell technologies considered 
Low Temperature Proton 
Exchange Membrane Fuel 
Cell (LT PEM FC) 
Temperature: ∼ 60 – 80 °C 
High Temperature Proton 
Exchange Membrane Fuel 
Cell (HT PEM FC) 
Temp.: ∼ 140 – 180 °C 
Solid Oxide Fuel Cell 
(SOFC) 
 
Temp.: ∼ 600 – 1000 °C 
Table 6 – List of the pre-selected Fuel Cell technologies 
Among the three FC technologies, the Low Temperature PEM FC is the most mature one 
(industrially speaking) and the most popularized in markets such as the automotive market, 
with products currently commercialized and available such as the Honda Clarity or the Toyota 
Mirai ([YOS-15], [MAT-09]). 
The High Temperature PEMFC and SOFC present both less maturity than the LT PEMFC 
and show for most of them lower power conversion efficiencies at the stack scale (∼ 0.5 at 0.2 
A/cm² vs 0.5 at 1-1.5 A/cm² for the LT PEMFC). Nevertheless, other advantages linked to 
their working temperatures can make their integration easier in several contexts. The HT 
PEMFC does not need any humidification system for instance, whereas LT PEMFC stacks 
usually need it in order to monitor the cell’s membranes hydration level. In a similar vein, 
contrary to the LT PEMFC, the very high working temperature of the SOFC allows several 
possibilities for the system implementation (like coupling with gas turbines) as well as a 
higher tolerance to contaminants or other fuel mix. 
Regarding the energy storage, H2 storage methods are also pre-selected (Table 7): 
H2 storage technologies considered 
Compressed H2 (350 bara 
and 700 bara) composite 
tanks 
Liquid H2 cryogenic tanks 
(20 K) 
Solid H2 storage (metal 
hydrides) 
Table 7 – List of the pre-selected H2 storage technologies considered 
2.3.2. State of the Art of the FC stack and system power densities: High Temperature / Low 
Temperature PEM FC and Solid Oxide FC 
Due to the abundance of available information in the literature on current LT PEMFC 
performances on one hand and to the lack of information on current HT PEMFC and SOFC 
performances on the other hand, the following parts will mainly focus on the LT PEMFC. As 
a matter of fact, most studies on HT PEMFC and SOFC systems are focused on future 
integration concepts and rarely give some insights into their concrete performances in terms 
of global power densities at the stack and system scale. Also, the FC system power densities 
mentioned in the next paragraphs is related to the power conversion part only (FC stacks 
and auxiliaries) and does not account for the H2 storage mass or volume. 
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2.3.2.1. Low Temperature Proton Exchange Membrane FC (LT PEMFC) 
A lot of developments and improvements on LT PEMFC stacks and systems have already 
been done to this day, mainly driven by the automotive industry for the embedded 
applications. The DOE (Department of Energy) is actually fixing the global targets for the 
embedded applications accordingly to the automotive systems requirements where, for 
instance, the stack gravimetric power density target of 2 kW/kg for 2020 ([DOE-16]) is 
already reached and the volumetric power density target of 2.5 kW/L is well surpassed as well 
since 2014 ([YOS-15]).  
Figure 6 illustrates the development tendency of Toyota LT PEMFC stacks from 2002 to 
2017 as well as the volumetric and gravimetric DoE targets marked with green doted lines. 
 
Figure 6 - Past and current performances of Toyota LT PEMFC stacks (power densities), [NON-17] - Ultimate targets 
of the DoE for transportation FC stacks (in green), [DOE-16] 
FC systems usually feature some Balance of Plants (BoP) components (also called auxiliary 
components or simply auxiliaries) providing to the FC stack appropriated environmental 
conditions to work properly (air and H2 supply and fluidic management, thermal control, 
humidity control…).  
Between all these auxiliary components, a few can be mentioned without being exhaustive: 
- An air delivery unit usually featuring an air compressor, a regulator and an appropriate 
circuitry (tubes, pipes) 
- A hydrogen fluidic control system (pressure and flow); it can be with or without any 
recirculator unit 
- A humidification system in order to monitor the stack’s cells hydration 
- A cooling system to monitor the stack working temperature (depending on the cooling 
method, it can feature a condenser, radiators, a cooling pump, tubes, valves…). 




















Although, as we will observe later, not all these BoP components are necessarily presents in 
all the FC systems, they can appear regularly depending on the constructor and the 
environmental constraints. An illustrative example of a FC system is proposed on Figure 7 to 
highlight the different loops and circuits (air, H2 and cooling) as well as the auxiliary 
components surrounding a FC stack. In this automotive example (Toyota Mirai case, [KOJ-
15]), the humidification system is for instance eliminated thanks to several improvements at 
the cell scale (very thin membranes enhancing the water crossover) and on the H2 
recirculation system, allowing an efficient self-humidification and internal water loop inside 
the stack ([HAS-16]). 
 
Figure 7 - Illustrative example of a FC system in an automotive embedded case (Toyota Mirai) - Picture taken from 
[KOJ-15] 
As all the auxiliary components are not passive elements, some will consume a parasitic part 
of the whole power generated by the FC stack to work properly (mainly the air compressor). 
Based on this observation, a distinction can be made between the power generated by the FC 
stack, the gross power (Pgross), and the power delivered by the FC system, the net power (Pnet), 
which is the actual usable power after considering the auxiliary parasitic power consumption 
(Paux) as described on eq. (3). 
𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 − 𝑃𝑎𝑢𝑥 (3) 
As mentioned previously, automotive constructors such as Honda, General Motors or 
Hyundai already commercialize FC electrical vehicles comprising a fuel cell stack, stack 
auxiliaries like a cooling loop with a radiator, and a compressed H2 storage unit (700 bara 
composite tanks). Furthermore, a few manufacturers, such as Ballard, Hydrogenics, Intelligent 
Energy or PowerCell between others, propose mature products (stacks and systems) for high 
power mobility applications (cars, busses, boats…). 
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In an attempt to reference the performances of such devices, Table 8 summarizes some data in 
terms of power densities at the stack and system scale published by these different 
manufacturers or visible in scientific publications. For the sake of simplicity, and in order to 
consider numbers at a power scale relatively close to the one of the auxiliary mission (a few 
hundreds of kW), only high power stacks and systems are mentioned. As it can be seen in this 
table, it is sometimes delicate to associate values at the stack and at the system scale: some 
information are often given in an incomplete manner (a stack power density without the 
corresponding system power density for instance).  
Moreover, the FC “system” appellation is often quite ambiguous and can lead to several 
misunderstandings: quite often, the so called FC system will feature a FC stack and some 
auxiliary components but not all of them. For instance, the cooling system mentioned in some 
modules will often be incomplete and won’t include the external radiator; hence, one can 
underestimate the global weight and volume of the actual system while thinking the global 
cooling loop mass and volume are considered. 
Nevertheless the comparison of these numbers, especially for the last lines of Table 8, 
highlight quite impressively the actual impact of the transition from the stack scale to the 
system scale regarding the power density. The data from [POW-16(1)], [POW-16(2)] and [IE-
15] allow a fair comparison of the performances before and after the integration of the stack 
into a system and show a huge impact for this integration (from 2.9 kW/kg to 0.74 kW/kg for 
the PowerCell stack and system for instance). Regarding the system description, the module 
presented by Intelligent Energy on the last line of the table (Appendix D) is the most complete 
one (the mass and volume information contain all the auxiliary components, including the 
condenser in the cooling unit). For this module, the specific power drops from 3 to 0.667 
kW/kg (0.22 factor) when jumping from the stack to the system scale. 
The decrease in power density from the FC stack to the FC system scale can be explained not 
only by the weight impact of the auxiliaries but also by their parasitic power consumption 




























 being respectively the gravimetric power densities at the FC 
stack and at the system scale, and 𝑚𝐹𝐶, 𝑚𝑎𝑢𝑥 and 𝑚𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 respectively the FC stack, 
auxiliaries and system masses. 
Hence, the challenge in terms of system power density increase does not only rely on lighter 
auxiliaries but as well on minimizing their power consumption. 
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Reference Power densities (gravimetric 
– 𝑝𝑚 – and volumetric –  𝑝𝑣) 
Comments / remarks 






Hydrogenics HD-30 module with complete 
BoP components (∼ 30 kWnet). 
𝑝𝑚 value: without coolant pump mass. 






- 0.275 kW/kg Hydrogenics HD-180 module (∼ 200 kWnet).  
pm and pv assessments without some BoP 





Ballard FCveloCity Heavy-Duty module HD-
100 (∼ 100 kWnet). Assessments of 𝑝𝑚 and 
𝑝𝑣 at the system scale consider the FC module 
plus the air and cooling subsystems (normally 





[FON-13] - 0.434 kW/kg 
CEA estimation for automotive embedded FC 
systems (including stack, auxiliaries and 
connections). 
[MAT-09] 
1.5 kW/kg - Honda FCX Clarity (2009) Fuel Cell stack (∼ 
100 kWgross) power densities. 2 kW/L - 
[NON-17], 
[ESA-18] 
2 kW/kg ∼ 0.7 kW/kg Toyota Mirai (2014) Fuel Cell stack (∼ 114 
kWgross) power densities. Assessment at the 
system scale by ESA. 3.1 kW/L - 
[POW-16(1)], 
[POW-16(2)] 
2.91 kW/kg 0.740 kW/kg 
PowerCell S3 FC stack (∼ 125 kWgross) and 
MS 100 (∼ 100 kWnet) FC system.  
Assessments of 𝑝𝑚 and 𝑝𝑣 values are made 
without considering the external radiator 
(liquid cooling) and the air filter. 
3.37 kW/L 0.333 kW/L 
[IE-15] 
(Appendix D) 
3 kW/kg 0.667 kW/kg 
Intelligent Energy Evaporative Cooling 
automotive Fuel Cell system (∼ 100 kWnet). 
Assessments of 𝑝𝑚 and 𝑝𝑣 values are made 
considering complete BoP components, 
including the condenser radiator, the air 
delivery system (with the compressor)… 
3.5 kW/L 0.595 kW/L 
Table 8 – Overview of LT PEMFC stacks and systems performances in terms of power densities: pm and pv 
(highlighted with a blue background) 
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Prospects regarding LT PEMFC power densities:  
In terms of prospects, many improvements have already been done at the stack scale (cf. 
Figure 6) with a doubling of the stack power density in less than 10 years.  
As can be seen in Table 8, power densities of around 3 kW/kg are already achieved ([IE-15]), 
by changing the stack traditional architecture and the stack cooling system. More precisely, as 
the stack is evaporatively cooled with the direct injection of liquid water in the cathode 
compartments of the stack’s cells, there are no cooling channels neither cooling plates usually 
used with classic direct cooling structures. Very thin single piece bipolar plates can then be 
employed ([IE-18]) and further reduction of the overall stack weight can be achieved, 
increasing the power density. Such method can pave the way to future weight reductions of 
LT PEMFC stacks and bring even higher power densities. 
Moreover, in order to reach the target of 2 kW/kg (previous model reached 0.83 kW/kg – 
[KOJ-15]), Toyota ([NON-17]) achieved an increase of the stack areal power density (W/cm²) 
by a factor of 2.3 by boosting the catalyst activity and using revolutionary air channels 
structures (3D fine-mesh flow field structure), together with a reduction of some of the stack 
constitutive material (20 % thinner membranes) and the use of titanium for the bipolar plates 
(weight reduction by almost 40 %). 
According to [HAS-15] (Nissan research center), future performances of LT PEMFC stacks 
could reach in the short-term (2025) a target of around 5 kW/kg and 8.5 kW/kg in the mid-
term (2030-2035) with improvements focusing on, on one hand increasing the areal current 
densities (up to 2 to 3 A/cm²), and on the other hand decreasing the cell pitch (enhancing 
more in this case the volumetric power density).  
Kadyk et al. ([KAD-18]), exploring potential FC systems for aviation, assert that power 
densities up to 10 kW/kg at the stack level could be reached in the future by the same means 
described in [HAS-15] and [NON-17] (changing the graphite bipolar plates for metallic ones 
with carbon coating in order to avoid corrosion on one hand and increasing the areal power 
density on the other hand), with 8 kW/kg at the system level.  
2.3.2.2. Weight impact of the auxiliaries 
As mentioned earlier, the auxiliaries have a double weight impact on the overall system power 
density: because they add a burden to the system and because they consume a part of the 
power generated by the FC stack. If the parasitic power consumption of such components can 
be estimated looking to the system efficiency, it is sometimes delicate to find a direct 
reference to their masses in the previous sources quoted Table 8. 
Several publications such as [HAS-15] estimate approximately the total mass of the auxiliary 
components proportionally to the FC stack mass with a range between 100 and 300 % of the 
FC stack mass, while others simply estimate empirically the auxiliary weight proportionally to 
the FC stack gross power ([POG-18]).  
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Regarding the two ways of assessing the weight of the auxiliary components (proportionally 
to the stack mass or to the FC stack power), the second one seems the most appropriate since 
the mass of the auxiliaries mainly depends on their own parasitic power consumption or on 
the FC stack heat to evacuate. Indeed, the air compressor for instance will be designed 
regarding its pressure conversion ratio and its airflow rate, while in return this airflow rate 
should be proportional to the FC stack power generation and efficiency. Considering a fixed 
efficiency on the design point, the compressor size (hence its mass and volume) will thus 
mainly depend on the FC gross power. The same argument can be applied to the Hydrogen 
recirculation pump. Moreover, the cooling system size will depend (all the environmental 
conditions being fixed) on the heat generated by the stack which is proportional to the FC 
stack power and to its efficiency. In the end, even if the approximation is not completely 
rigorous, we make the hypothesis that the auxiliary mass is directly proportional to the FC 
stack gross power. An empirical parameter called the auxiliaries specific weight impact, 𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥 
(𝑝𝑣









The parameter is homogeneous to a gravimetric specific power even if in this case the power 
mentioned is obviously not coming from the auxiliary components but from the FC stack. 
If we take back the equation (5), the system specific power 𝑝𝑚
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

































Looking the equation (8), we see that we can link together 𝑝𝑚
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
, 𝑝𝑚
𝐹𝐶  and 𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥 which are 
only power coefficients between them, if we can estimate the Pnet/Pgross ratio. If these 
information are not available, the ratio can be estimated from the FC stack and system power 
conversion efficiencies respectively 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 and 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚






















𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘  (11) 
With LHV the Lower Heating Value of H2 (33.3 kWh/kg), ?̇?𝐻2
𝑖𝑛  the hydrogen input mass flow 
(kg/h) and 𝑃𝐻2 the hydrogen chemical power (kW). Knowing either the gross and net power, 
either the FC stack and FC system power conversion efficiencies, 𝑝𝑚




𝐹𝐶 . Interestingly, these information are given one way or another for the three 
FC systems given in the last lines of Table 8: 
- For the Toyota Mirai FC system, the efficiencies 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 and 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
 at maximum power 
are already known from [LOH-17] (respectively 0.5 and 0.42), as well as 𝑝𝑚
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
(ESA 
estimation, [ESA-18]) and 𝑝𝑚
𝐹𝐶  ([NON-17]). 
- For the PowerCell S3 high power stack and MS 100 FC system ([POW-16(1)], [POW-
16(2)]), the stack polarization curve is available allowing a close estimation of the FC 
stack conversion efficiency 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 around 0.55 at full power. The system global efficiency 
at full power (𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
 = 0.5) is also given. 
- For the Intelligent Energy module (Appendix D), the system global efficiency is given as 
well (0.4). A hypothesis on the FC stack efficiency (𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 = 0.5) is made to complete the 
picture. 
Additionally, based on experimental data from the Hy4 small airplane (using LT PEMFC 
stacks – 4 stacks at 45 kW each – and a Li-ion battery for the propulsion system [Hy4]), an 
estimation of the auxiliary components mass is given by [POG-18] for a 150 kWgross / 133.5 
kWnet FC system: an estimation of 𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥, moreover in an aeronautical context, can then be 
made. Also, some values of 𝑝𝑚
𝐹𝐶  and 𝑝𝑚
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
 can be assessed from [POG-18] and compared to 
the ones already mentioned Table 9: 𝑝𝑚
𝐹𝐶  = 2 kW/kg and 𝑝𝑚
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
 = 0.731 kW/kg.  
A final overview of the values of 𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥 (and 𝑝𝑣
𝑎𝑢𝑥 when possible) estimated for these four 
sources is given Figure 8. As it can be seen, the estimations show globally a good agreement 
between them despite the systems have different scales and are designed for different 
operation (Toyota Mirai vs Hy4 for instance) with values around 1.13 and 1.43 kW/kg for the 
auxiliaries gravimetric impact 𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥. Due to the lack of information, it is however more 
delicate to assess coherent values for the auxiliary volumetric impact 𝑝𝑣
𝑎𝑢𝑥: the two values 
estimated (0.41 and 0.94 kW/L) show great difference. In this case, the evaluation of 𝑝𝑣
𝑎𝑢𝑥 for 
the Intelligent Energy module (0.94 kW/L) should be more reliable than the one made for the 





Figure 8 - Summary of the estimated value of pm
aux (kW/kg) in blue and pv
aux (kW/L) in red 
2.3.2.3. High Temperature PEM FC and Solid Oxide FC  
As discussed in the introduction of the 2.3.2, due to the lack of maturity of the HT PEMFC 
and the SOFC compared to the LT PEMFC it is quite delicate to assess their actual level of 
performances. This being said, a few studies presenting HT PEMFC or SOFC system 
concepts or even demonstrations for transport applications ([EEL-04], [REN-16]) have 
already been published underlining the potential advantages of such technologies in various 
contexts. Mainly because of their high working temperatures, they inherently present easier 
integration aspects with respect to their cooling system ([ROS-17]), as well as a better 
tolerance to contaminants (such as CO for instance). On the other hand, their high working 
temperature (especially for the SOFC), bring as well some constraints in terms of start-up 
time:  the temperature raise from the ambient temperature to the operating temperature should 
not be too quick in order to minimize the mechanical stresses inside the stack in the SOFC 
case for example. 
In [REN-16], the authors present a 1 kW HT PEMFC stack designed for a high altitude 
operation (10 km) in an UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) with an appropriate air cooling 
system. Their stack reaches a power gravimetric density of about 0.3 kW/kg at its maximum 
power point and around 0.16 kW/kg at the FC system scale which is, at least for this example, 
highlighting a great gap between LT and HT PEM FC performances at the moment. However, 
in [NEO-17], the authors claim to have reached a maximum gravimetric power density of 
about 0.8 kW/kg with a 5 kW HT PEMFC stack designed for a telecom satellite. 
Regarding the SOFC, in [EEL-04], [RAJ-08], [MIS-18], concepts for the hybrid electric 
propulsion or for the Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) in an aeronautical context are presented, 
and interesting trade-offs between SOFC systems and Gas Turbines are shown (an example of 
















































case ([RAJ-08]), a fuel reformer is used to feed the SOFC and the products of the SOFC (high 
temperature exhaust air and syngas) are further reemployed in a Gas Turbine. As the global 
system energetic efficiency is improved compared to the use of a gas turbine, the global fuel 
consumption is reduced, but in return the target presented in terms of system gravimetric 
power density should be > 0.5 kW/kg for the entire SOFC system. Regarding the estimation 
of the SOFC gravimetric power density, [ROT-10] gives an estimation for the current 
performances around 0.33 kW/kg which is, at least for the previous study case ([RAJ-08]), 
rather pessimistic. 
 
Figure 9 - Simplified example of a SOFC-GT concept for the APU (picture taken from [RAJ-08]) 
In conclusion, even if concepts of HT PEMFC and SOFC systems in the aeronautical context 
seem to be promising (HT PEMFC in the mid-term and SOFC in the long-term), it is still 
quite delicate to assess the actual level of performances of such technologies due to the lack 
of maturity and feedback from current system performances. The only few values of present 
gravimetric power density of HT PEMFC or SOFC stacks observed in the different articles 
reviewed, seem for the moment way behind LT PEMFC ones. At the system scale, clear 
benefits could appear in terms of implementation in an airplane when using such 
technologies, but again hardly quantifiable regarding their current level of maturity. 
2.3.3. Overview of the gravimetric and volumetric performances of the H2 storage methods 
After a focus on the evaluation of current and future FC stack and system performances, this 
part is going to deal with the energy storage brick, i.e. the H2 storage methods. As detailed in 
Table 7, three storage methods are considered: compressed H2 composite tanks, liquefied H2 
tanks and metal hydrides. 
2.3.3.1. Compressed H2 tanks 
Between all the H2 media storages, composite tanks containing compressed H2 are among the 
preferential options in the automotive industry (option chosen – 700 bara tanks – for the 
Toyota Mirai or the Honda Clarity between others), because of their lightness and reduced 
volume. Such type of H2 storage has quite improved its gravimetric performances during the 
past years: an increase of the gravimetric efficiency from 4.6 wt. % to 5.7 wt. % between 
2008 and 2014 has for instance been achieved with 700 bara composite tanks by Toyota (the 
value of 5.7 wt. % is a world record in 2014, [NON-17]). The H2 volumetric capacity of these 
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current composite tanks of the Toyota Mirai is around 0.041 kgH2/L. In terms of energy 
density, such tanks would thus reach about 1.88 kWh/kg and 1.35 kWh/L considering the 
LHV of hydrogen (without taking into account the efficiency of the energy converter i.e. the 
Fuel Cell). In small aerial vehicles, such storage systems have already been used ([Hy4], 
[REN-16]) coupled with a FC, but with lower storage pressures.  
Indeed, depending on the tank pressure, the two values (gravimetric efficiency and H2 
volumetric capacity) can vary in a non-negligible way. Using as reference products from 
Hexagon Composite (compressed H2 storage composite tanks manufacturer) in [HEX-17], 
one can see the evolution of these two parameters depending on the storage pressure in Figure 
10. 
 
Figure 10 - Gravimetric and volumetric performances of composite storage tanks (type IV) containing compressed H2 
(data from Hexagon Composite manufacturer, [HEX-17]) 
Obviously, when the storage pressure increases, the H2 volumetric capacity increases as well: 
a maximum of 0.05 kgH2/L is almost reached at 900 bara. However, there are no gain visible 
(at least for this data) after 350 bara regarding the gravimetric efficiency: moreover the 
gravimetric efficiencies drop after 350 bara (where a maximum of 7.5 wt. % is reached).  
With respect to the energetic cost of the H2 compression operation, a multi-stage 700 bara 
compression would require around 4.5 kWh/kgH2 while 3.3 kWh/kgH2 would be used for a 
350 bara compression ([MAK-17]). This values represent respectively 13 % and 10 % of the 
LHV of hydrogen, which should be kept in mind when considering the overall energy 
balance. 
Although tanks of compressed H2 are an attractive option for the energy storage (taking into 
account its maturity, lightness and energy density), it should be kept in mind that putting high-
pressure tanks in an airplane is a high challenge in terms of compliance to the specific 
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2.3.3.2.Liquid H2 tanks 
Due to its intrinsic properties, H2 in its liquid form (LH2) presents obvious advantages in 
terms of energy density (70.9 kg/m
3
 – 2.34 kWh/L – at 1 atm and ∼ 20K) compared to 
compressed H2. When looking to its gravimetric and volumetric energy capabilities with 
respect to kerosene, one can see that while LH2 present a higher gravimetric energy density 
(33.3 kWh/kg vs 12 kWh/kg for kerosene), its volumetric energy density is much less than the 
kerosene one (respectively 2.34 kWh/L vs 9.7 kWh/L). The Figure 11 highlights the 
proportion differences in mass and volume for the same energy content between LH2 and 
kerosene to illustrate these aspects. 
 
Figure 11 - LH2 and Kerosene weight and volume comparison for a given energy content ([NOJ-09]) 
To make a fair comparison in terms of gravimetric and volumetric energy densities between 
the two elements (LH2 and kerosene), one should nevertheless consider the impact of the tank 
weight and volume on the energy storage system (higher in the case of LH2 than for kerosene, 
[WIN-18]). Such comparison between kerosene and LH2 is made in studies such as [WES-03] 
(Cryoplane project), [HAG-06], [VER-10], [KHA-13], when considering LH2 as a potential 
candidate to replace kerosene in direct combustion engines for aviation applications.  
In [VER-10] and [WIN-18] in particular, the authors investigate potential LH2 tank designs 
for aviation applications (regional airliner) by taking into account various parameters such as 
the tank geometrical shape, the H2 venting pressure inside the tank (maximal acceptable H2 
pressure before venting), the insulation type (between other factors). Such tanks generally 
feature a double-wall structure (inner and outer wall) with an insulating layer between the two 
walls, as well as a venting pipe and a filling pipe. Regarding the insulation methods to 
maintain the ∼ 20 K necessary to keep the H2 in liquid state and limit the boil-off of LH2, 
three possibilities are often mentioned ([KHA-13], [VER-10]): 
- A Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI), consisting of a superposition of metallic foils and 
insulating thin material (polyester or glass fiber for instance) to avoid metal-to-metal 
contact. The MLI insulation should act as a shield for the thermal radiations ([KHA-13]), 
however the layer density should not be too high in order not to increase the conduction 
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effects between the two walls. To minimize gas conduction, MLI has to operate at ∼ 12 
mbar pressures ([VER-10]). 
- A vacuum insulation: while [KHA-13] underlines that it is theoretically the best option, 
the authors add that it is practically impossible to maintain a vacuum without additional 
venting equipment (pumps to suck the air and maintain the vacuum).  
- A foam insulation, consisting of a foam layer put between the two walls. As the thermal 
conductivity of such foams is higher than the MLI under very low pressures, the thickness 
of the insulation layer should be higher as well, and thus increase the overall system 
weight and volume. Nevertheless, as the walls have to be thicker (thus heavier) in the 
vacuum-insulation and MLI case, in order to feature a higher mechanical resistance to the 
pressure difference, this weight penalty is somehow the same in both cases. 
Such possible insulating systems based on foams or MLI are visible on Figure 12, where the 
two designs studied by [VER-10] are exposed. Indeed, a combination of the three methods 
described previously can be imagined to develop the tank insulating system (the “MLI” 
design of [VER-10] uses for instance an MLI layer as well as a foam layer). 
  
Figure 12 – Two possible insulating structures for LH2 tanks (MLI and FOAM) investigated in [VER-10] for regional 
aircraft 
Studies investigating on the design of future tanks for aircraft applications such as [VER-10] 
or [WIN-18], show that gravimetric index up to 71 wt. % ([VER-10]) and 64 – 70 wt. % 
([WIN-18]) could be reached for regional aircraft (vs. 75 wt. % in the case of kerosene tanks, 
[WIN-18]). These high values should nevertheless be contextualized with respect to the 
amount of H2 stored in these tanks (∼ 1150 kgH2 in the [VER-10] study).  
Indeed, the weight of the tank is proportional to the wall surface (the wall thickness 
depends on the insulating method and on the heat leak but not on the tank volume or surface), 
whereas the weight of the embedded LH2 is proportional to the tank volume. Hence, the 
higher the H2 embedded mass is, the higher the gravimetric efficiency of the tank will be 
(cf. equation (1)). 
While these theoretical studies are concentrated on the design and potential use of LH2 tanks 
for future aircrafts (without demonstration prototypes or experimental values available), a 
LH2 storage system has already been embedded in a small UAV coupled with a LT-PEMFC 
([STR-14]). Despite the small quantity of H2 stored inside the tank (1.34 kgH2), the 
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gravimetric efficiency of the storage system reached 23 wt. % and the H2 volumetric capacity 
0.036 kgH2/L. The authors used there an MLI and vacuum insulation system between a 
double-wall structure (cf. Figure 13), as well as a heater and pressure relief valves (MPRV 
and SPRV for Mechanical and Solenoid Pressure Relief Valves on the figure) to manage the 
boil-off and the H2 pressure inside the tank as well as the FC H2 feed.  
 
Figure 13 - LH2 storage system (schematic) used in [STR-14] (Ion Tiger UAV) 
One of the issue underlined by the authors ([STR-14]) is the H2 loss due to LH2 boil-off 
during the mission: even with a small heat leak, H2 has to be vented regularly if it is not 
consumed by the FC. In [WIN-18], the authors underline that this issue could be somehow 
compensated by imposing an adequate power load to the FC: as the evaporated H2 would be 
consumed continuously through the FC, the pressure rise inside the tank would be limited and 
thus the H2 loss through venting as well.  
The spatial field has already been using liquid hydrogen, for the famous NASA Apollo’s 
missions for instance ([BOW-06]). Liquid H2 tanks were there embedded together with 
alkaline fuel cells (employed as power and water producing units). For this application, 
spherical tanks containing up to ∼ 42 kgH2 each and showing a gravimetric efficiency of ∼ 30 
wt. % and a H2 volumetric capacity of ∼ 0.051 kgH2/L were used (tank weight and volume of 
98 kg and 820 L – outside diameter of 1.16 m, [BOW-06]).  
Cryogenic LH2 tanks have also been considered in automotive applications as an alternative 
fuel for direct combustion, especially by BMW. The BMW Hydrogen 7 sedan who has 
reached the series development step ([MUL-07]), features for instance LH2 tanks (with a 
vacuum + MLI insulation) containing ∼ 8 kgH2 each. Such tank and LH2 storage system is 
well described in [AMA-06], as well as the different procedures to fill the tank, to manage the 
H2 boil-off and the H2 pressure inside the tank, and to control the H2 feed to the combustion 
engine (cf. Figure 14). According to [DIC-18], the LH2 tanks used in the BMW series 7 cars 
reach gravimetric efficiencies around 14.2 wt. % and H2 volumetric capacities of 0.042 





Figure 14 - BMW series 7 LH2 storage system diagram and constitution ([AMA-06]) 
Air Liquide also developed various LH2 tanks in collaboration with BMW ([MIC-06], [MIC-
08]), particularly with a cylindrical LH2 lightweight tank prototype reaching a gravimetric 
efficiency of 15 wt. % and a H2 volumetric capacity of 0.04 kgH2/L (the tank contains ∼ 11.7 
kgH2 with an empty weight of 66 kg and a volume of 291 L). Such value (15 wt. % 
gravimetric efficiency) is often referred to as an emblematic value for LH2 storage systems 
when considering stored H2 quantities in this order of magnitude (∼ 10 kgH2), for instance in 
[BEN-15]. 
Taking into account some of the LH2 storages mentioned previously, a quick comparison with 
Figure 10 is made in Figure 15, where LH2 storage systems performances are plotted in 
addition to the compressed H2 composite storages.  
 
Figure 15 - Gravimetric efficiencies and H2 volumetric capacity of different H2 storages (derived from Figure 10) 
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Even if to be completely rigorous, other parameters like the H2 mass stored in each tank 
should be precised when comparing such numbers, the graphic underlines the higher potential 
of LH2 compared to compressed H2 in terms of embedded mass and volume. 
Regarding the energetic cost to liquefy H2, [DIC-18] affirms that almost 40 % of the H2 
specific energy (LHV) is needed for the liquefaction process, which would be around 13.3 
kWh/kgH2. In [SIN-17], the authors mentioned a lower proportion of 30 – 33 % of the H2 
specific energy needed for the liquefaction (∼ 10.5 kWh/kgH2). Such values are much higher 
than the values mentioned previously (2.3.3.1) for the H2 compression energetic cost (4.5 
kWh/kgH2 for a compression at 700 bara); nevertheless, one work ([SAD-17]) claims that a 
much lower value of 4.41 kWh/kgH2 could be reached with a novel refrigeration process. 
To sum up, very promising theoretical studies focused on future LH2 storage systems for 
aeronautical applications, whether or not in order to be used as a fuel for direct combustion 
([VER-10], [KHA-13]) or through a fuel cell ([WIN-18]), announce today possible 
gravimetric efficiencies in the order of 60 – 70 wt. % (in systems embedding more than 1000 
kgH2). Besides, such storage systems have already reached values up to 30 wt. % ([BOW-06]) 
in spatial applications. This value should however be considered with caution as the durability 
requirements are not the same in spatial and aeronautical applications (i.e. the LH2 tanks were 
not designed to endure several duty cycles). On a specific application ([STR-14]), a value of 
23 wt. % could be reached with a demonstration prototype storing a small H2 quantity (1.34 
kgH2). In addition to these studies, the automotive industry has already been driving the 
development of LH2 storage systems up to the serial production step and has consequently 
brought some important information about the actual level of performances of such storage 
systems ([MIC-06], [MIC-08], [AMA-06]). Considering these sources, values in the range of 
14 – 15 wt. % for the gravimetric efficiency and 0.04 kgH2/L for the H2 volumetric capacity 
have already been demonstrated and can be considered as references for H2 storage systems 
embedding H2 masses around 10 kgH2. 
2.3.3.3. Metal Hydrides 
Although compressed and liquid H2 constitute today the most mature methods to embed 
hydrogen, storing H2 through solid material can also be mentioned when scanning the 
different H2 storage methods. Such approaches often use material like reversible metal 
hydrides that will have the ability to adsorb H2 and to release it through chemisorption 
mechanisms driven by pressure and temperature cycles. These materials offer great 
performances in terms of H2 volumetric capacity (0.05 kgH2/L, [YOU-04]) but poor 
performances in terms of gravimetric efficiency (1.5 wt. %, [YOU-04]), behind the 
performances of compressed H2 or Liquid H2 storages. According to [BUS-16], values up to 7 
wt. % and 0.045 kgH2/L (and an availability of 90 % for the stored H2) have been recently 
reached using sodium borohydrides material in an application with an UAV. 
Despite the last value showing that there is room for improvement and interesting 
perspectives with this storage method with respect to the gravimetric efficiency and the H2 
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volumetric capacity, some uncertainties remain concerning the ability of the material 
employed to withdraw large quantities of H2 ([WIN-18]). 
For this reason, and because to date state-of-the-art performances of such storages are behind 
compressed and liquid H2 storages in terms of mass efficiency, metal hydrides and solid 
storages will not be considered further in this study.  
2.4. Summary of the performances assessments made for the selected technologies 
After having detailed some information about different technologies of battery, FC, and H2 
storages, considered in this study as potential parts of the auxiliary sources hybridizing the gas 
turbines in a future regional aircraft, this part will attempt to summarize in a very synthetic 
way several values representatives of their current and future (if evaluable) performances. 
More specifically, typical values of specific energies, Crate maximal limits and cycle life will 
be given on one hand for the battery technologies scanned in the 2.2.2 part (High power: 
LTO/TNO, High Energy: NMC, Very high energy: all solid state NMC and LiS); while on the 
other hand, estimated state of the art values of FC stacks specific power, auxiliaries specific 
weight / volume impact factor (for the LT PEMFC case) and H2 storages gravimetric 
efficiencies and volumetric capacities (2.3.2 and 2.3.3 parts), will be assessed. 
Two dates will be considered for the future performances evaluation: the years 2025 and 
2035. Obviously, the collection of information as well as the lack of visibility on the 
development of several technological aspects (on the battery side and on the FC / H2 storage 
side) is not necessarily providing clear answers for these projections, hence some blanks can 
appear in the forecast tables. 
2.4.1. Battery: specific energies, Crate capabilities and cyclability assessments 
The first tables (Table 10 and Table 11) summarize the information scanned in the 2.2.2 part, 
respectively in terms of gravimetric and volumetric energy density for the selected 
technologies (LTO – high power, NMC – high energy and LiS – Very High Energy). In 
addition, two others technologies mentioned as well previously were added: the TNO on the 
high power side and the all solid state battery on the very-high-energy side. 
Specific energy 𝒆𝒎  
(Wh/kg @ cell scale) 
Today 2025 2035 
High Power: LTO / TNO  ∼ 90 – 140 Wh/kgcell ∼ 160 – 180 Wh/kgcell ∼ 180 – 200 Wh/kgcell 
High Energy: NMC ∼ 250 Wh/kgcell ∼ 350 Wh/kgcell ∼ 500 Wh/kgcell 
Very-high Energy:  
All Solid State (NMC) 
∼ 450 Wh/kgcell ∼ 550 Wh/kgcell ∼ 650 Wh/kgcell 
Very-high Energy: LiS ∼ 500 Wh/kgcell ∼ 600 Wh/kgcell ∼ 650 Wh/kgcell 
Table 10 - Gravimetric energy density assessments (Wh/kg) for the selected technologies at the cell scale (cf. 2.2.2) 
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A few comments can be made regarding Table 10: 
- LTO / TNO: the two technologies are put together because they feature a lot of common 
characteristics (nominal cell voltage, cyclability, Crate performances…). 
- NMC: the perspectives (2025 and 2035) are given considering the capabilities of cells 
using Si for the anode electrode. 
- All solid state: we include with this term technologies using a Li metallic anode and a 
solid electrolyte (polymer) or a semi-solid electrolyte (ceramic + liquid electrolyte) with a 
high energy cathode (NMC). 
Specific energy 𝒆𝒗  
(Wh/L @ cell scale) 
Today 2025 2035 
High Power: LTO / TNO  ∼ 180 – 350 Wh/Lcell ∼ 320 – 450 Wh/Lcell ∼ 360 – 500 Wh/Lcell 
High Energy: NMC ∼ 650 Wh/Lcell ∼ 900 Wh/Lcell ∼ 1250 Wh/Lcell 
Very-high Energy:  
All Solid State (NMC) 
∼ 900 – 1000 
Wh/Lcell 
∼ 1150 Wh/Lcell ∼ 1300 Wh/Lcell 
Very-high Energy: LiS ∼ 300 Wh/Lcell ∼ 600 Wh/Lcell ∼ 650 Wh/Lcell 
Table 11 - Volumetric energy density assessments (Wh/L) for the selected technologies at the cell scale (cf. 2.2.2) 
Regarding the estimation of the volumetric energy density forecasts on Table 11, the 
following hypothesis was taken: if no specific information was available, a constant kg/L ratio 
was considered at the cell scale to evaluate the Wh/Lcell future projections. To jump from the 
cell to the system scale assessments of the gravimetric and volumetric energy densities, 
constant integrating factor parameters (fm and fv) are considered, as developed in the 2.2.3 
section. Their values are estimated to be respectively 𝒇𝒎 = 𝟐 and 𝒇𝒗 = 𝟐. 𝟓. 
The power capabilities of the selected technologies are appraised in Table 12 where the Crate 
performances are put for the charge and discharge options. Indeed, the values specified here 
refer to the Crate limits given by some manufacturers (cf. 2.2.2) for the maximum continuous 
charge and/or discharge speeds. The information displayed here does not specify however the 
peak power capabilities of each technology (which will be higher than the maximum 
continuous charge/discharge power).  
Crate capabilities 
(charge / discharge)  
Today 2025 2035 
High Power: LTO / TNO  3 – 10C / 3 – 10C - - 
High Energy: NMC 0.5C / 2C - - 
Very-high Energy:  
All Solid State (NMC) 
0.2C / 2C - - 
Very-high Energy: LiS 0.2C / 1C - - 
Table 12 - Crate capability assessments for the selected technologies (cf. 2.2.2) 
Additionally, the charge / discharge speed will have an impact on the available energy for a 
given battery mass, and therefore the expected energy/power will somehow be different 
depending on the charge/discharge characteristics of each technology. Let’s assume for 
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instance that 1 kWh of battery is embedded and that this battery maximal continuous 
discharge speed is about 2C: the expected 1 kWh / 2 kW capabilities of the embedded battery 
will quite probably be lower, due to the battery discharge speed (through the effect of the 
electrochemical losses and/or Peukert effect on the battery capacity). This aspect will be 
further developed in the next part (cf. 3.3.1), through a modeling approach based on the 
Tremblay-Dessaint equations ([TRE-09]). 
Information collected about the typical cycling life of the different battery technologies is 
reported in Table 13. The cycling numbers specified here refer to the charge/discharge cycles 
(if not specified: up to 80 % DoD) that can be reached until a 20 % capacity loss.  
Cyclability (charge / 
discharge cycles)  
Today 2025 2035 
High Power: LTO / TNO  
Up to 15000 cycles 
(100 % DoD) 
Up to 20000 cycles 
(100 % DoD) 
- 
High Energy: NMC > 300 cycles - - 
Very-high Energy:  
All Solid State (NMC) 
200 cycles - - 
Very-high Energy: LiS 100 cycles 500 – 1000 cycles - 
Table 13 - Cyclability assessments for the selected technologies (cf. 2.2.2) 
The charge / discharge speeds associated to this cycling life are often at nominal conditions 
(cf. Appendix A for instance), however in the case of LTO/TNO cells the charge/discharge 
speeds were much higher during the cycling tests (15000 cycles at 3C/3C for the LTO for 
instance, [TOS-17]). 
Also, even if this aspect is not much covered in this work, one should as well take into 
account the thermal performances of the selected technologies as well as the dependence of 
the other performances indicators to the working temperature (cell specific energy / Crate 
capabilities / cyclability). 
2.4.2. Fuel Cell stacks and systems specific power / H2 storage performances 
Looking the different technologies of Fuel Cell stacks and systems considered here, Table 14 
proposes a summary of the different datasheets and articles reviewed in the 2.3.2 part. The FC 
stack specific power values refer to the ratio between the FC stack output power and its mass / 
volume, whereas the FC system specific power values refer to the ratio between the FC 
system net output power (considering the FC stack auxiliaries parasitic power consumption) 
and the total system mass / volume (the denomination “system” referring here to the power 
conversion part, i.e. without considering the energy storage brick). 
Indeed, as already precised previously, it is quite delicate to assess current and future level of 
performances of the HT PEMFC and SOFC technologies at the stack and at the system level, 
due to their lack of maturity. For the LT PEMFC, more information are available at the stack 
and at the system scale. Although a certain uncertainty remains concerning the current LT 
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PEMFC system power performances (as all the auxiliary components are not compulsorily 
included in all the datasheets or articles reviewed, cf. Table 8), several values can be 
estimated around 0.6 and 0.7 kW/kgsystem by looking to the few communications bringing 
information at the system scale including all the Balance of Plants components ([IE-15], 
[POG-18]). 
FC stack and system 
specific power densities 
𝒑𝒎 / 𝒑𝒗 (kW/kg and 
kW/L) 
Today 2025 2035 
LT PEMFC ∼ 2 – 3 kW/kgstack 
∼ 0.6 – 0.7 kW/kgsystem 
∼ 4 kW/kgstack 
∼ 1 kW/kgsystem 
> 5 kW/kgstack 
> 1.1 kW/kgsystem 
∼ 3 – 3.5 kW/Lstack 
∼ 0.3 – 0.6 kW/Lsystem 
∼ 5 kW/Lstack 
∼ 0.8 kW/Lsystem 
> 6 kW/Lstack 
> 0.9 kW/Lsystem 
HT PEMFC ∼ 0.4 – 0.8 kW/kgstack ∼ 1 kW/kgstack - 
SOFC ∼ 0.33 kW/kgstack - - 
Table 14 - Fuel Cell stack / system (gravimetric and volumetric) specific power densities (cf. 2.3.2.1 & 2.3.2.3) 
The projections values (∼ 1 kW/kgsystem for 2025) are estimated not only by updating the 
estimations of the stack specific powers, but also the auxiliary specific weight / volume 
impact (presented Table 15), and by considering improvements of the FC stack and system 
efficiencies at nominal power: from 0.5 (today) to 0.55 (2025 and 2035) for the FC stack 
efficiency 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘 and from 0.42 to 0.5 for the FC system efficiency 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
. 
The auxiliaries specific weight and volume impact factor (𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥 and 𝑝𝑣
𝑎𝑢𝑥 respectively) are 
estimated according to the calculations made in 2.3.2.2 and displayed in Table 15. It should be 
emphasized here that these rough estimations are made for LT PEMFC systems and that the 
𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥 and 𝑝𝑣
𝑎𝑢𝑥 values should vary when considering HT PEMFC or SOFC systems (and 
probably increase, i.e. the auxiliaries mass should decrease). Also, it is precised here again 
that these values represent respectively the ratio between the FC stack output power (Pgross) 
and the auxiliaries mass and volume (cf. equation (6)). 




Today 2025 2035 






Table 15 - Auxiliaries specific weight / volume impact parameter (cf. 2.3.2.2) 
In order to estimate some projections for 2025 and 2035, improvements of respectively 30 % 
and 50 % were assessed on the cooling system mass and volume as well as on the other 
auxiliary components (compressor and H2 recirculator masses and volumes). 
In addition to the previous tables focused on the power conversion part, Table 16 summarizes 
the current performances and forecasts for the H2 storage brick. In order to give some orders 
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of magnitude in terms of specific energies, two values are added (each associated to the 
different storage methods considered): a “gross” value based on the gravimetric efficiency of 
the storage method and on the H2 LHV (kWhgross/kgstorage), and a “net” value taking 
additionally into account the conversion efficiency of the FC system block and representing 
thus a “useable” specific energy (kWhnet/kgstorage). 
H2 storage gravimetric 
efficiencies (-) and 
specific energy (Wh/kg 
based on H2 LHV) 
Today 2025 2035 
Compressed H2 (700 and 
350 bara) 
∼ 5 – 7.5 wt. % 
∼ 1.67 – 2.5 kWh/kg 
(0.7 – 1 kWh/kg*) 
∼ 10 wt. % 
∼ 3.3 kWh/kg 
(1.67 kWh/kg**) 
> 10 wt. % 
> 3.3 kWh/kg 
(> 1.67 kWh/kg**) 
Liquid H2 (∼ 20 K) ∼ 15 wt. % 
∼ 5 kWh/kg 
(2.1 kWh/kg*) 
∼ 20 wt. % 
∼ 6.6 kWh/kg 
(3.3 kWh/kg**) 
> 20 wt. % 
> 6.6 kWh/kg 
(> 3.3 kWh/kg**) 
Solid (metal hydrides) ∼ 2 – 3 wt. % 
∼ 0.67 – 1 kWh/kg 
(0.28 – 0.42 kWh/kg*) 
∼ 7 wt. % 
∼ 2.3 kWh/kg 
(1.15 kWh/kg**) 
> 7 wt. % 
> 2.3 kWh/kg 
> 1.15 kWh/kg** 
* useful energy assuming a FC system efficiency of 0.42 ; ** useful energy assuming a FC system efficiency of 0.5 
Table 16 - H2 storage gravimetric efficiencies (wt. %) and specific energies (kWh/kg) – cf. 2.3.3 & Figure 15 
Regarding the H2 volumetric capacity (kgH2/Lstorage), the values of compressed H2 composite 
tanks are already closed to the theoretical value of the H2 densities under such pressures, i.e. 
0.024 kgH2/L (∼ 0.8 kWhgross/L and 0.3 – 0.4 kWhnet/L considering a FC system efficiency 
𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
 around 0.4 – 0.5) at 350 bara and 0.041 kgH2/L (∼ 1.36 kWhgross/L and 0.6 kWhnet/L 
considering a FC system efficiency 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
 around 0.4 – 0.5) at 700 bara. These numbers 
cannot obviously be improved in the next decades for physical reasons (density of compressed 
H2). For LH2 storages, values up to 0.04 kgH2/L (∼ 1.33 kWhgross/L and 0.6 kWhnet/L 
considering a FC system efficiency 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
 around 0.4 – 0.5) are reached today for H2 
quantities around 10 kg with automotive tanks (cf. Figure 15), while the theoretical limit is 
around 0.071 kgH2/L. In the same way as for the gravimetric efficiencies, these values are of 
course highly dependent on the stored H2 quantity: the more H2 is carried, the higher the 
volumetric capacity is. In terms of perspectives, if we assume a constant H2 quantity, the only 
way to improve the H2 volumetric capacity is to reduce the insulation thickness which seem 
however quite challenging. Also, it should be taken into account that due to venting pressures 
superiors to 1 bara, the actual H2 density inside the LH2 tank will be lower than 0.071 kgH2/L 
([WIN-18]), decreasing as well the theoretical target limit.  
High H2 volumetric capacities are reached today with the solid storages based on metal 
hydrides (cf. 2.3.3.3) with values up to 0.045 – 0.05 kgH2/L (∼ 1.66 kWhgross/L and 0.7 – 0.8 
kWhnet/L considering a FC system efficiency 𝜂𝐹𝐶
𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚
 around 0.4 – 0.5). Although such 
technologies could be the most promising in terms of H2 volumetric capacity, it is quite 
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delicate to estimate some future projections due to their lack of maturity. In addition, their 
poor gravimetric efficiency is to date a showstopper for weight sensitive applications such as 
aeronautical ones. 
2.4.3. First comparison at the system scale between FC and batteries on a particular case 
Anticipating a little bit on part 3, this section will try to make a short first comparison at the 
system scale between the different battery technologies and a LT PEMFC + LH2 
association, in terms of specific energy and specific power (Table 17 & Table 18). 
As there are no intrinsic values of specific energy or specific power linked with any 
association of one FC technology with one H2 storage method (both values depend on the 
specific mass of each part of the system – the power conversion part and the energy storage 
part – which in returns depends on the energy and power requirements of the mission), a 
particular case is considered here. More specifically, a light hybridization scenario (cf. 3.1) is 
taken as reference with a maximal power requirement of 280 kW and a total energy 
requirement of 157 kWh.  
For the sake of simplicity, only one {FC + H2 storage} association is considered: the one 
presenting the best current performances respectively for the FC system power conversion 
part (LT PEMFC) and for the H2 storage gravimetric efficiency (LH2 tank(s)).  
Specific energy at the 
system scale (Wh/kg) 
Today 2025 2035 
High Power: LTO/TNO ∼ 70 Wh/kg ∼ 90 Wh/kg ∼ 100 Wh/kg 
High Energy: NMC ∼ 150 Wh/kg ∼ 225 Wh/kg ∼ 250 Wh/kg 
Very-High Energy:  
All solid state (NMC) 
∼ 225 Wh/kg ∼ 275 Wh/kg ∼ 325 Wh/kg 
Very-High Energy: LiS ∼ 250 Wh/kg ∼ 300 Wh/kg ∼ 325 Wh/kg 
LT PEMFC + LH2* ∼ 300 Wh/kg ∼ 480 Wh/kg ∼ 550 Wh/kg 
* Study case: assuming 280 kW and 157 kWh needs to estimate the LT PEMFC + LH2 system case  
Table 17 - Evaluation of specific energies at the system scale between batteries and a {LT PEMFC + LH2 storage} 
potential association (cf. Table 10, Table 14, Table 15 & Table 16) 
In order to evaluate the values presented Table 17 & Table 18, several hypotheses are 
assumed: 
- On the battery side, the specific energies at the system scale are assessed by dividing the 
specific energies at the cell scale (presented Table 10) by the integrating factor fm (fm = 2). 
Regarding the specific powers at the system scale (Table 18), at first approximation their 
values are assessed by multiplying the specific energies at the system scale with the 
maximal Crate capacities associated to the battery technologies (in continuous discharge 
mode here). The actual values should nevertheless be lower due to the different losses 




- On the FC side, based on Table 14, Table 15 & Table 16, the FC system mass and H2 
storage mass are first assessed with respect to the mission requirements (280 kW and 157 
kWh), and in a second time the specific energy and power at the system scale can be 
evaluated knowing the power and energy capabilities of the system with respect to its total 
mass. 
Specific power at the 
system scale (kW/kg) 
Today 2025 2035 
High Power: LTO/TNO ∼ 0.7 kW/kg ∼ 0.9 kW/kg ∼ 1 kW/kg 
High Energy: NMC ∼ 0.25 kW/kg ∼ 0.35 kW/kg ∼ 0.5 kW/kg 
Very-High Energy:  
All solid state (NMC) 
∼ 0.45 kW/kg ∼ 0.55 kW/kg ∼ 0.65 kW/kg 
Very-High Energy: LiS ∼ 0.25 kW/kg ∼ 0.3 kW/kg ∼ 0.32 kW/kg 
LT PEMFC + LH2* ∼ 0.53 kW/kg ∼ 0.85 kW/kg ∼ 1 kW/kg 
* Study case: assuming 280 kW and 157 kWh needs to estimate the LT PEMFC + LH2 system case  
Table 18 – Evaluation of specific powers at the system scale between batteries and a {LT PEMFC + LH2 storage} 
potential association (cf. Table 10, Table 12, Table 14, Table 15 & Table 16) 
Even if these tables are focused on a particular case and based on roughly estimated numbers, 
they allow a first comparison between the battery technologies and FC capacities. This first 
appraisal shows better results on the FC side for missions showing such energy and power 
requirements (regarding the current and future performances) with all the hypotheses taken 
previously. 
In order to go deeper into the evaluation of the hybrid auxiliary source mass, as well as to 
investigate its behavior in terms of aspects such as efficiency, heat release, impact of the Crate 
on the available energy for the battery case for instance, the next part is going to present 
several modeling developments on the battery and FC sides. 
3. MASS ESTIMATIONS BASED ON A SIMPLIFIED LIGHT HYBRIDIZATION MISSION 
AND MODELING DEVELOPMENTS FOR THE BATTERY / FUEL CELL BLOCK 
While part 2 proposed a review of different battery, FC system and H2 storages, considered as 
potential candidates for the auxiliary source in a hybrid-electrical aircraft, this part is going to 
investigate more concretely on the auxiliary source modeling and on its mass evaluation 
accordingly to the objectives presented during the introduction.  
In order to consider a specific case, an emblematic power mission is going to be firstly 
detailed (corresponding to the evaluation made in 2.4.3). Modeling developments will be 
presented further to assess some masses corresponding to the power missions presented, and 
to give some insights into the auxiliary source behavior during the mission (regarding 
parameters such as efficiency, heat release…). The modeling developments will be first 
introduced with a simplified approach giving a “first level” evaluation of the auxiliary source 




3.1. Power profile mission(s) taken as reference(s) 
As already briefly specified in the 2.4.3 part, the reference mission is corresponding to a 
“light hybridization” scenario case: the auxiliary source is exclusively used during the taxi 
phases (taxi-in and taxi-out) and during the descent step, while the gas turbines handle the rest 
of the mission. Assuming that the non-propulsive loads can be estimated to a constant 140 
kW, the entire power mission corresponding to a light hybridization scenario can be assessed 
and is presented Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16 - Auxiliary source power mission ("light hybridization” scenario) - Mission (1): taxi in and out and descent 
phases (considering constant non-propulsive loads of 140 kW) 
Such mission – referred to as Mission (1) – would require from the auxiliary source an 
amount of energy of ∼ 157 kWh with a max power of 280 kW. As batteries are considered as 
a potential auxiliary source in this study, an alternative version of this light hybridization 
scenario is also considered with a recharge phase during the cruise period. This alternative 
version of the light hybridization scenario only concerning batteries is presented in Figure 17. 
In this particular case, the amount of energy provided by the auxiliary source (i.e. the battery 
here), not originate from the recharge (energy from the kerosene combustion), would decrease 
from 157 to 113 kWh.  
Obviously, the two missions presented here are not necessarily representing an optimal power 
sharing strategy regarding the overall kerosene consumption or any other global design 
parameters, but they constitute fixed examples to illustrate the modeling developments 
purpose. In a complementary step, the modeling tools presented further are meant to be used 
as analytic tools in order to investigate the sensitivity of some global systemic parameters 
(such as the overall kerosene consumption during the mission) to the power sharing strategy 
and the auxiliary source power mission. The reader is referred to the Matthieu Pettes-Duller 
















Pmax = 280 kW











Figure 17 - Auxiliary source power mission (battery case only) - Mission (2): taxi in and out and descent phases 
(considering constant non-propulsive loads of 140 kW) with a recharge during the cruise  
Note: even if temporal dynamic aspects are not examined in this work, one should however 
consider beside the main energy source the presence of a buffer device – such as a 
supercapacitor pack and/or a high power type battery (LTO for instance) – in order to handle 
the load dynamic variations. If we take for instance the FC system case, a slow dynamic 
response of the air compressor to the power steps Figure 16 could limit the dynamic capacities 
of the entire FC system, and the presence of a buffer device would be therefore necessary. 
3.2. First level mass estimations 
In order to give a rough estimation of the auxiliary source mass depending on the power 
mission requirements and on the different technologies selected, two equations (eq. (12) and 
(13)) are used respectively for the battery block and for the FC system & H2 storage block. 
The expressions are presented here only for the mass evaluation of the auxiliary source in 
order to keep the document to a reasonable size, however the parameters used (𝑓𝑚, 𝑒𝑚, η𝑚, 
𝑝𝑚
𝐹𝐶 , 𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥) can be as well transposed in their volumetric form (𝑓𝑣, 𝑒𝑣, η𝑣, 𝑝𝑣
𝐹𝐶 , 𝑝𝑣
𝑎𝑢𝑥) to 
evaluate the auxiliary source volume. 
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Etot = 113 kWh










Some parameters used in these equations have already been introduced previously (cf. 
equations (1) to (11) and 2.1), however for the sake of clarity they are listed again below: 
 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 (kWh) and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 (kW) correspond respectively to the auxiliary source energy 
requirement and maximal power requirement (in absolute value for the battery charge 
case) for the given power mission. 
 𝑒𝑚 (expressed here in kWh/kg) is the battery gravimetric energy density at the cell scale. 
 𝑓𝑚 (kgsystem/kgcell) is the battery weight integrating factor accounting for the mass of the 








 is the H2 storage gravimetric efficiency (kgH2/kgstorage) and LHV is the Lower Heating 






 (-) are respectively the FC stack and FC system power conversion 
efficiencies at maximal power (equations (9) and (10)). 
 𝑝𝑚
𝐹𝐶  (kW/kg) is the gravimetric power density of the FC stack. 
 𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥 (kWFC/kgaux) is the FC auxiliaries specific weight impact (with respect to the FC 
gross power). 
These two equations ((12) and (13)) represent basic sizing rules based on the bibliographic 
review made in part 2.  
For the battery mass expression (equation (12)), two sizings are compared: 
- An “energy” one (
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑒𝑚
∗ 𝑓𝑚): the energy requirement of the mission (maximal energy 
charged/discharged by the battery during the mission) is the sizing criterion. 




∗ 𝑓𝑚): the maximal power (in charge and discharge mode) and 
the corresponding maximal continuous charge/discharge rate are the sizing criteria: the 
battery is sized in order not to exceed the 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑥 limit in charge or discharge mode. 
The maximum value between both evaluations is finally the mass estimation of the battery 
block. Obviously, several simplifying hypotheses are underlaid in this expression: no battery 
losses are considered for instance which not only consists in assuming a 100 % battery 
conversion efficiency but also in assuming that the Crate has no impact on the energy and 
power capacities of the battery. Also, no margin are taken regarding the SOC limits during the 
mission and the impact of the packaging and cooling system mass is integrated using a simple 
multiplying factor 𝑓𝑚. 
For the {FC system + H2 storage} mass equation (eq. (13)), the H2 storage part is evaluated 
with respect to the mission energy requirement Etot, the FC system conversion efficiency and 
the H2 storage gravimetric efficiency, while the FC system part depends not only on the stack 
gravimetric power density and the auxiliaries weight impact factor, but also on the power 
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requirement at the stack scale (hence on the mission maximal power requirement and the 
efficiencies at the stack and at the system scale). Obviously, as for the battery mass equation, 
a few hypotheses are underlaid in equation (13): the H2 storage gravimetric efficiency is 
considered constant and independent on the H2 mass stored for instance, and fixed efficiencies 
at the system and stack scale are assumed. Furthermore, as already developed previously 
(2.3.2.2), a single parameter (𝑝𝑚
𝑎𝑢𝑥) is considered for the auxiliary mass evaluation. 
Furthermore, for the whole FC system part it is assumed that the design point is the stack 
maximum power point (the stack maximum power capacity is equal to its maximal power 
requirement during the mission), while one could imagine moving this design point to impact 
the overall system mass and maybe minimize it, as it will be developed in 3.3.2. 
Using these two equations and the values summarized in 2.4 (Table 10, Table 12 for the 
battery equation, and Table 14, Table 15, Table 16 for the FC one), it is possible to make a 
first assessment for the auxiliary source mass depending on the technology considered.  
Regarding the FC technologies, only the LT PEMFC results associated with two H2 storage 
technologies, compressed H2 (CH2) at 700 bara and LH2, are shown. Results of these masses 
evaluations are presented in Figure 18 for the two missions (respectively in blue and red for 
Mission (1) and (2)). It is worth noting that the results presented for Mission (1) in this figure 
are the ones corresponding to the values of gravimetric energies and powers densities 
displayed in Table 17 and Table 18. 
 
Figure 18 - Masses evaluations of the Battery / {FC + H2 storage} systems for the missions presented Figure 16 and 
Figure 17 (today values) 
A global overview of these results shows at first sight (and considering all the simplifying 
hypotheses detailed previously) a superiority of the FC systems compared to the battery ones 
in terms of mass for these power missions. A minimum of around 531 kg is especially reached 





















Masses evaluations for Mission (1) and (2)







confirm that the more energetic technologies – i.e. LiS and SSB – have better results than 
NMC and LTO/TNO for the energy/power requirements of these missions (SSB mass is lower 
than LiS mass because SSB 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑥 value – 2C – is higher than LiS 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑥 value – 1C). Besides 
these estimations, one should however consider the cyclability aspects already mentioned in 
part 2.2.2. Indeed, there is a clear trend showing that the most energetic technologies are often 
the technologies with the worst cyclability (Table 13): it should be highlighted here that the 
best solutions regarding the mass Figure 18, are at the same time the ones showing the 
poorest cyclability.  
Obviously the mass results can widely vary depending on the two mission parameters in 
equations (12) and (13) – 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥: the 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 ratio, which could be considered as a 
mean equivalent 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒, is actually a key parameter to understand what technology can be the 
best appropriated for a given mission profile in terms of mass. In order to illustrate this point, 
a case study assuming an energy requirement 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 of 1 kWh and varying values of the 
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 ratio can be considered: Figure 19 show in particular the evolution of the different 
masses with the 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 ratio and according to equations (12) and (13). 
 
Figure 19 - Evolution of the battery / FC system masses (eq. (12) and (13)) with the Pmax/Etot ratio considering an 
energy requirement Etot = 1 kWh / zoom for low values of Pmax/Etot in b) 
The juxtaposition of the masses variations for each technology, depending on the 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 
ratio, highlights in Figure 19 that the minimum mass is not always reached by the same 
technology: in some areas (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 > 8.5), technologies such as LTO/TNO are lighter than 
the FC options, while for lower 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 values (zoom Figure 19 – b)), FC systems and SSB 
technologies are the lightest options. 
The graphics in Figure 19 highlights also for each battery technology a break in the curve 
when 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥/𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 > 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒




∗ 𝑓𝑚 becomes superior to 
the “energy” one 
𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝑒𝑚
∗ 𝑓𝑚 (cf. equation (12)). 
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In order to provide more insights into the auxiliary source behavior during the mission, as 
well as to give a more refined estimation of its mass, several aspects related to the auxiliary 
source modeling are investigated in the following paragraphs. Knowing the simplifying 
hypotheses associated to the first level mass model presented in equations (12) and (13), some 
aspects are especially scrutinized for these modeling developments: 
- On the battery side: a loss model integrating the dependence between parameters such as 
the SOC, the Crate, the discharge / charge power or the conversion efficiencies seems 
compulsory in order to understand the battery electrical and thermal behavior (in a global 
way), as well as the actual sizing criterion (SOC, max discharge/charge current, or voltage 
limits). 
- On the FC side: the understanding of the dependencies between the FC stack and system 
efficiencies and the stack size as well as the couplings between the auxiliary systems and 
the FC stack seem to be a compulsory step in order to improve the understanding of such 
systems during the mission. 
3.3. Second level mass estimations and modeling developments 
The battery modeling developments will be exposed together with the battery block sizing 
method in a first time, while the FC system and H2 storage modeling and sizing method will 
be detailed after. 
3.3.1. Battery behavior modeling 
In order to describe, for each battery technology, the evolution of the battery conversion 
losses with parameters such as the State of Charge (SOC) or the Crate, the Tremblay-Dessaint 
based equations are used ([TRE-09]). The equation (14) developed in [TRE-09] (without 
including dynamic effects here), express in the discharge mode the battery voltage (Vbat) 
dependence to the battery discharged capacity (it in Ah) and discharge current (i in A) with 6 
parameters: E0 (V) the nominal voltage, A (V) and B ((Ah)
-1
) respectively the exponential 
zone amplitude and time constant, Kpol (V/Ah) and Kres (Ω) the polarization constant and 
resistance and R the internal resistance (Ω). Q represents here the battery capacity (Ah).  
 
𝑉𝑏𝑎𝑡 = 𝑬𝟎 + 𝑨 ∗ 𝑒
−𝑩∗𝑖𝑡 −𝑲𝒑𝒐𝑙 ∗  𝑡 ∗
𝑄
𝑄 −  𝑡
− 𝑹 ∗  − 𝑲𝒓𝒆𝒔 ∗  ∗
𝑄
𝑄 −  𝑡
 (14) 
 
In order to associate these six parameters (E0, A, B, Kpol, Kres and R) to each battery 
technology introduced previously, emblematic cells are chosen for each technology: Toshiba 
cells (20 Ah SCiB cell and Toshiba R&D cell, [TAK-18]) for LTO and TNO, Panasonic cell 
(reference UR18650ZTA, [PAN-18]) for NMC, Oxis Energy pouch cell (POA0217, Appendix 
B) for LiS and Solid Energy (“Hermès” cell, Appendix A) for the SSB. For each of the 
technologies considered, the different sets of parameters are identified using available 
discharge curves characteristics of the reference cells, and through an optimization step 
minimizing the sum of the squared errors between the model and the measures. Figure 20 
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illustrates the modeling results for two technologies (TNO and NMC), after this identification 
step and the fitting accuracies (mean error < 2 %). The Tremblay-Dessaint equation is able 
to model quite faithfully all the discharge/charge behavior for the technologies selected, 
except for the LiS one, where the discharge/charge patterns are drastically different 
compared to the other technologies. 
  
Figure 20 - Examples of modeling results (mean error < 2 %) with the Tremblay-Dessaint equation for two of the 
battery technologies considered (TNO and NMC) 
Thanks to the parameters identification, the battery behavior during any power mission can 
be modeled and hence, a battery sizing can be evaluated. More precisely, a recursive 
algorithm is developed in order to find the minimal necessary cell number / mass able to 
fulfill a certain set of constraints: voltage constraints (the cells should stay in a certain 
voltage working range), Crate constraints (the cells should not be discharged/charged faster 
than certain speeds, cf. Table 12) and SOC constraints (some technologies – NMC, SSB, LiS 
– cannot be fully discharged and a margin – usually 20 % – should be kept). A first sizing step 
(oversizing the battery on purpose) initialize the sizing loop, then the number of cells is 
decreased step by step, and the minimal necessary cell number is identified to the last cell 
number respecting all the sizing constraints. Knowing the cell number, the cell mass and the 
system mass can be identified (by multiplying the cell mass with the integrating factor fm).  
 
The sizing results are presented Figure 21 for the LTO, TNO, NMC and SSB (for the LiS case, 
no results are displayed as the modelling approach was not adapted to the LiS behavior): 
  
Figure 21 - Sizing results (in red) compared to the 1st assessment estimation (in blue) 
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In addition to the numerical simulations performed in order to assess the battery system 
masses, graphical tools in the Energy/Power plane are used to characterize each technology 
behavior during the missions. Thanks to the Tremblay-Dessaint equation (eq. (14)), iso-power 
charge and discharge characteristics are simulated and plotted in the Energy/power plane, 
considering the constraints detailed previously (voltage, 𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑚𝑎𝑥, SOC), for each technology.  
 
Figure 22 - NMC Panasonic cell ([PAN-18]) Energy/Power plot at constant discharge/charge powers 
In Figure 22, an Energy/power plot for constant discharge/charge powers is shown for the 
NMC reference cell ([PAN-18]); values are normalized with respect to the cell mass in order 
to read directly the specific power and energy. In this plot, constant discharge/charge 
trajectories correspond to vertical lines, as highlighted in black for the 200 W/kg constant 
discharge from a fully charged state (discharged specific energy is equal to zero), to a 
maximum discharged specific energy of 200 Wh/kg for this discharge specific power (the 
minimum voltage constraint is in this example the dominant constraint if we don’t consider 
the traditional SOC minimum margin of 20 %). This kind of plot illustrate in a graphic way 
how the available energy will vary with the charge/discharge power and the battery Crate. 
Obviously, different plot shapes appear according to the battery technology. Also, as the 
available discharge specific energies depend on the discharge specific power, iso-Q (as well 
iso-SOC) lines (in black) are not horizontal lines in this plot: depending on the discharge 
power, the amount of energy that is delivered for a same amount of charge (Ah or SOC %) 
will vary. 
The energy and power margin of each battery technology when the sizing is done can as well 
be analyzed thanks to this method. Figure 23 shows specifically such an Energy/Power plot 
for the final NMC sizing (1806 kg) with the Mission (1) power trajectory. As can be seen, the 
power trajectory fits in the Energy/Power pattern and the sizing constraint is here the 
minimum SOC (20 %). Such a plot can provide quick insight about how the battery 
technology “fits” for a given power mission and how it would be possible, in a next step, to 
adapt the power mission in order to optimize the battery utilization for a given sizing.  




























































Figure 23 - Energy/Power plot for constant charge/discharge power (final sizing) with mission (1) trajectory 
As the battery losses during the mission are here considered, as well as SOC margin for the 
NMC and BSS cases (LTO and TNO batteries can be fully discharged), the masses estimated 
Figure 21 are substantially higher than those presented Figure 18. To sum up the global 
approach, Figure 24 proposes finally a graphical illustration in four steps of the battery 
modelling and sizing strategy previously described. 
 
 
Figure 24 – Recapitulative sketch of the battery modeling and sizing strategies 































































Pmax = 280 kW









(1) Pre-selection of emblematic cells for 
each of the battery technologies 
considered (discharge characteristics):
(2) Identification of the TD* parameters
minimizing  𝑚  − 𝑚𝑒 2:
(3) Battery sizing: minimum cell number
satisfying the constraints (SOCmin, Vmin, …):
(4) Battery block behavior during the 
mission:
-  𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦
-   𝐶
- 𝑃𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
- 𝑉𝑏𝑢𝑠  
-  𝑏𝑎𝑡
-  
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3.3.2. Fuel Cell system modeling and potential trade-offs 
As the state of the art highlights an advanced maturity for LT PEMFC systems as well as the 
best performances in terms of gravimetric and volumetric power densities, the modeling 
approach is focused on LT PEMFC systems. In the same vein, a LH2 storage is considered 
here as the bibliographic review shows for these H2 storages the best gravimetric efficiencies. 
For the FC block, a simplified structure is assumed with one/several FC stack(s), air 
compressor(s) for the air delivery, H2 recirculator(s) and a cooling system. A cylindrical LH2 
tank is considered for the H2 storage as first approximation. Numerous communications are 
today available on the Toyota Mirai FC car and especially on the FC stack and system. As the 
Toyota Mirai FC arrangement is today one of the most technologically advanced LT PEMFC 
embedded system ([YOS-15]), the modeling developments rely largely on information based 
on this system. 
A simplified model of the FC stack mass and volume, depending on the cell number and on 
the stack surface area, is developed thanks to publications providing insights into the Toyota 
Mirai stack constitution ([JAM-12], [KOM-15], [BOR-18]). For the performance modeling of 
the FC stack, a quasi-static equation is employed and its parameters are identified thanks to a 
communication on the Mirai FC stack performances ([LOH-17]). Knowing the stack voltage, 
current and efficiency, the FC stack air input mass flow and the H2 input mass flow can be 
deduced and used to evaluate the air compressor and the H2 pump parasitic power 
consumptions, thanks to respectively a thermodynamic formula (assuming a constant 
compressor efficiency of 0.55) and an empirical law based on data from [LOH-17]. The FC 





 are at this step compared with experimental 
data ([LOH-17]) to validate the whole modeling framework in Figure 25 (the model – in blue 
– is projected further for higher power values): 
  
Figure 25 - 𝜼𝑭𝑪
𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒄𝒌 vs PFC (a) and 𝜼𝑭𝑪
𝒔𝒚𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒎
 vs Pnet (b) characteristics of the Mirai FC stack and system – Model (blue 
curves) vs experimental data (red points) 
  
The cooling system mass is deduced from the FC stack efficiency (the heat release can be 
calculated) and an empirical coefficient of ∼ 1.3 kWthermal/kg (identified from Appendix D). 
For the LH2 tank mass and volume model, a simplifying hypothesis is made assuming one 



















































cylindrical geometrical design with a constant length to radius ratio (∼ 2.35). Based on 
[MIC-06], a wall equivalent surface density is assessed, and a tank mass can be calculated 
knowing the H2 density inside the tank (a bit lower than the theoretical 71 kg/m
3
, as a fraction 
of the stored H2 is on gaseous state) and the embedded H2 mass. Thanks to these modeling 
developments, a more accurate estimation of the FC system and H2 storage masses can be 
made, and interesting couplings can appear inside the FC system between the FC stack size 
and other parameters, such as the auxiliary parasitic power consumption (hence the system 
global efficiency), the cooling system mass, the H2 stored mass for instance. Indeed, when 
increasing the FC stack size, its efficiency increases, and spillovers effects can be visible on 
other parts of the system: as lower air and H2 input flows are necessary, the parasitic 
consumption of the air compressor and the H2 recirculation pump decrease and the FC 
system efficiency increase. Also, the cooling mass decreases as well as the H2 storage mass 
when the FC stack efficiency increases. These coupling effects are highlighted in Figure 26, 
where for a same mission power profile (Mission (1)), several configurations are tested while 
varying the total number of cells (stack(s) size and number). 
 
  
Figure 26 - Evolution of the FC total system mass (a) and of individual parts (b) with the FC stack size for Mission (1) 
 
In this example, a limit is set on the maximal cell number allowed per stack (400 cells in these 
simulations). For this reason, discontinuities appear when looking to the evolution of the 
global system mass (and also the individual FC system parts) when one additional stack is 
added (mainly because of the ending plates weight impact). Interestingly, the system mass 
shows a non-monotonous variation with the stack oversizing factor (Figure 26 (a)), and reveal 
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4. CONCLUSION – PERSPECTIVES 
A state of the art of the current performances and future prospects of potential auxiliary 
sources for the hybrid propulsion has been done. A selection of Li-ion battery technologies, 
from high power type to very high energy type, as well as a selection of FC technologies has 
been considered and numerous publications have been scanned in order to assess typical 
performances values in terms of specific energies and powers. H2 storages media have as well 
been investigated regarding their gravimetric efficiencies performances. The bibliographic 
review showed that reaching maximal values such as 650 Wh/kgcell and 325 Wh/kgsystem (LiS 
and/or SSB technologies) may be possible for 2035, but in return, aspects such as Crate 
capabilities and cyclability will be difficult to improve and may constitute showstoppers for 
these applications. Although HT PEMFC and SOFC constitute very promising technologies 
for aviation applications (due to their high working temperature), their current level of 
maturity and progression margin remains cloudy for the next decades. On the contrary, LT 
PEMFC is today reaching a certain maturity thanks to the automotive industry and may reach 
at the system scale values up to 1 kW/kgsystem in the next decades. On the H2 storage side, 
Liquid H2 storage tanks show the best gravimetric efficiencies and have already been deeply 
considered in numerous studies for potential aviation applications. Values up to 20 % wt. may 
be reachable (for H2 quantities around 10 kg) in the next decades and could highly increase if 
the H2 stored quantities increase as well ([VER-10] mention values up to 78 % wt. for H2 
quantities ∼ 1000 kg).  
Some masses evaluations have been done considering “light hybridization” scenarios for {FC 
+ H2 storage} and battery systems, showing the best results for an association between a LT 
PEMFC and a LH2 storage. Other modeling developments and more refined masses 
estimations (visible on Figure 27), on the battery and on the FC sides, show higher values but 
the same tendencies: the lightest options seem to be the LT PEMFC options (especially with 
an LH2 association). 
 
Figure 27 - Battery / FC systems masses estimation for Mission (1) and Mission (2) 
 
Modeling developments have been proposed on the battery and FC sides and have highlighted 
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